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Dear Readers, 

The past week has been an exciting one in the Community. 

Very soon we shall be announcing the Donations toward Subscription amounts that you have so generously donated toward the causes Parsi Times 
has supported. There is still time to hop on board the Giving Wagon! 

Freyan
freyan@parsi-times.com
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Dear Madam,
On reading 
your editorial 
on the late Steve 
Jobs and your 
comments that 
the “pop culture 
has been forever 
impacted by his 
trend setting 
designs for the 
iMac, iPad and 
iPhone”.
I am forwarding 

the Parsi Times readers an 
apt cartoon which shows the 

reality of our times...
Regards,
Rohinton B. Dadachanji

FROM OUR READER

Madam,
Reference is made to your 

question “where do you see 
Parsi Community in the next 
10 years? (PT 1 Oct)

Parsi community is already 
down in the dumps. My worry 
is will there be a community 
after ten years, and if there 
is one still in existence how 
many Parsi will there be?

As for your reportage 
‘Shootout at Khareghat colony 
and PT exclusive (8 Oct) one 
wonders if any thing concrete 
will emerge from it.

It is not understood why 
the colony residents took 
it lying down and did not 
lodge a police complaint for 
being disturbed in the dead of 
night? Could it be that Parsis 
are good at riding piggyback 
and wait for someone else to 
bell the cat? It appears, bar 
shouting they did nothing.

As for the Doongerwadi 
grand natak, what is wrong? 

cases against other Parsis 
and also against residents on 
Leave and License. Already 
they have spent a bomb, and 
achieved peanuts. Now they 
are still locked up in the fatwa 
matter which is still hanging 

proving expensive beyond 
anyone’s imagination. It will 
again land up in the Supreme 
Court and more funds are 

required which goes without 
saying so why should the BPP 
not make a few bucks from 
Doongerwadi?

That apart the new 
procedure whereby the six 
Popes will administer the 
Doongerwadi has turned out 
to be eyewash and a bluff, a 
fast one pulled on the Palav-
daar Parsis.

Besides Khurshed Dastoor 
is isolated in the cabal of Popes, 
and does not carry much 

the case of Dadrawalla it was 

had to pack his bags. Will 
history repeat again?

As for the Akabars the 
equation is as follows: In the 
blue corner Mehta, Arnavaz, 
and Munchi the Magician 
or call him sweet Potato if 
you please. In the red corner 
Mystery, Desai, and Jungle 
Jim, and no referee in the ring. 
Kom ni Unity Armaity is in 
the neutral corner as she could 
not unite the trustees forget 
uniting the kom.

Naturally Khurshed 
Dastoor got a cold shoulder 
from all sides, as there is 
internal politics at play in BPP.

The questions that beg 
answers are: Are the six 
Popes really and truly in 
charge of administration of 
Doongerwadi? If so what 
is their mandate? How 

did Dinshaw Mehta give 
permission keeping Khurshed 
Dastoor in dark about 
granting permission? Can 
Dinshaw Mehta unilaterally 
and arbitrarily grant 
permission? If the answer is 

role is to be played by the 
popes and what are the other 
trustees doing?

All said and done I am all 
for BPP making a fast buck. 
Only they should ensure 
that on such occasions the 
palav-daar Parsis are given a 
bumper buffet and chatopani 
as is being done during 
election meetings, whether it 
is Doongerwadi, Khareghat 
Colony, or Rustom Baug it 
does not matter.
Chalo Jamva ChaloJi.

Never mind fatwa against 
Madon and Mirza, it doesn’t 
matter but Parsis must have 
Bachchans, Khans, Kapoors 
and what have you at 
Doongerwadi.

After all it is all about 
money honey, and money 
makes the mare go. So let’s 
have more of it.

As for PT pull up your 
socks, and be vigilant for you 
have to do much more as we 
don’t expect it from Jame or 
Free Press journal.
Thanking you.
Yours truly,
Behram Aga.

Parsi-O-Ni Panchat for Parsis living outside 
Mumbai city limits

Madam,
For Parsis living outside 
Mumbai city limits and 
who wish to bring the dead 
body to Doongerwadi for 
disposal need to go through 
an additional hassle of police 
clearance. Not only one needs 
to get police clearance from the 
locality where the dead person 
was residing for transporting 
the body to Doongerwadi 
but also clearance from the 
Malabar Hill police station 
needs to be sought after 
arrival at Doongerwadi. This  

double police clearance hassle 
delays the process and lands 
the families of the dead in 
unnecessary hassles. 

Parsis or the Parsi punchayet 
trustees be keen enough to 
take up this task of eliminating 
atleast the clearance from the 
Malabar Hill Police station 
in order to reduce hassles for 
Parsis living beyond Mumbai 
limits???
Rohinton K. Patel

Dear Freyan,
Kersi Sui, family and I, 
heartily THANK YOU and 
the entire team of Parsi Times 
for publishing the article on 
Uran Parsi Agiary under 
spiritual spaces along with 
the donation appeal at the 
perfect time. Your special 
effort to “Make a day of it” 
with easy directions to Uran 

who took the courage to visit 
the Agiary from far off places 
for the special Salgiri occasion. 
We are very happy to inform 
you that the article on Uran 
Parsi Agiary along with the 
complimentary copies of Parsi 

Times was very well received 
by the guests who visited 
the agiary on the Salgiri day 
function on 10th October 2011. 
We have received phone calls 
from big hearted donors who 
have expressed their desire 
to contribute towards the 
noble cause of maintaining 
the agiary complex. We have 
also received good number of 
queries from Parsis interested 
in visiting the agiary and 
sanatorium during the 
forthcoming festive season 
of Diwali. Many Parsis who 
attained the function informed 
us that they do receive 
the PARSI TIMES at their 

homes regularly and they 
are following with interest 
articles of their choice, printed 
in it. Overall we feel that you 
have given a new ray of hope 
to us by spreading the word 
around and re introducing the 
Uran Agiary to many of your 
readers who may not have 
known about it before. This 
has given us an opportunity to 
receive more religious Parsis 
who will now visit the Agiary 
to take the blessings of the 
NHALO AATASH and get all 

Amen! In short it was A JOB 
WELL DONE.
Khushroo Mehta

Dear all,
We have been reading about 
the nightmare and nuisance 
that the Khareghat Colony 
residents have been subjected 
to due to the constant shooting 

reported the blatant misuse of 
the property at the tower of 
silence for the same purpose: 

Now Cusrow Baug has been 
selected as the venue for the 
shooting of a Sanjay Leela  

Irani and Farah Khan . The 
casting and pre production 

organised by a group of 

of “managing” the trustees 
and getting their way. The 

residents have not been 
consulted. Frankly if this 
happens in Cusrow Baug it 
will completely destroy the 
peace and tranquility of the 
baug.
There is no place to park our 
own cars where are we going 
to accomodate the huge vanity 
and generator vans? On top of 
it the noise of the shoot, the 
glaring lights etc is going to 
be another nightmare for the 
baug residents!!
I request you to please publish 
an article in your next edition 
to make the residents aware 
that this is going to happen. 
Then let us get their reaction . I 
also feel that certain members 
of the league are involved.
Please ensure that my name is 
kept out of this.

Shooting at Cusrow Baug

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Uran Agiary appeals to Parsi Times Readers to consider Donations for its upkeep and maintenance. 

Please contact : khushroo.mehta@yahoo.com or contact directly on +912227230047,9867621531.
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 Contact: 
MR. BOMAN KATRAK for the same on 

9821229104

NOTICE
THE KHAREGHAT COLONY YOUTH ASSOCIATION 

Organizes RELIGIOUS CLASSES 
This Sunday, 16th October, 2011
ERVD. ASPANDIAR DADACHANJI 

will be holding Religious Classes for all Zoroatrian children at

The Khareghat Memorial Hall, Khareghat Colony, Hughes Road, 
Mumbai - 400 007

(Send us your birthday details for a special 
PT wish. Better yet join us on facebook. 

Just look for “Parsi Times”)

Parsi Times Wishes Its Readers 
A Super Day And A Brilliant Year Ahead! 

Cyrus Todiwala 
on the 16th of October! 

Dilnawaz Rabani 
on the 17th of October! 

Wishing you many
Happy Returns of the day.

Anahita is a 35 year old single parent of a 7 
year old. Anahita’s parents have retired. She 
was the sole breadwinner of the family before 
she was stricken with Encephalitis, (a severe 
medical condition with swelling of the brain). 
She has been suffering since around April 
2011. Her treatment costs have dried up all the 
savings of the family and they appeal to us all 

If you are interested in helping out Anahita, 
please call on 98207655/Email: hormuz.avari@
gmail.com and connect with Mr. Hormuz 
Avari.  Your help will help save a family! 

(Sponsered by Mrs. Mistry)

Q.: I visited my friend Sanaya, at her 
colony last week and we went to the 
Agiary to say our prayers. She told me 
that it was not an Agiary but a Dadgah. 
Mamaiji, it looked exactly like a small 
Agiary so what is the difference?
A:

an Agiary to make an Adarian. This is what you saw at Sanaya’s Colony.

times a day for 12 years continuously, the Adarian can be moved up to the 

P.T. APPEAL

TSchool for Girls 
had their Annual 

Variety Entertainment 

23rd and 24th, 2011. This 

to Strength” - referring 
to rise of this institution 
from one success to 
another.

a clear indication of the 

strength that empowers 
its students to be the 
well informed, versatile 
and sensitive young 
women of today and 
tomorrow. It began with 
“Vande Mataram” from 
the schools youngest 
students and concluded 

gone?” which pertained 
to the various opinions 

on the longstanding Kashmir 

main attractions, there came a 
sequence of other performances 
ranging from music, both vocal 
and instrumental, to recitation, 
to a street play, to dance and 
gymnastics.  The students were 
able to showcase their talent, 
thanks to the encouragement of 
the supportive teachers. 

J. B. Petit School’s Annual Day 
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Saturday, 8th October 2011 was 
designated as the Concrete Day by The 
Maharashtra Mumbai Centre of Indian 
Concrete Institute. The event was held at The 
Institution of Engineers (India) Maharashtra 
State Centre Building, adjoining the Race 
Course at Haji Ali.

The Indian  Concrete   Institute   (Chennai) 
presented Mr. Cyrus K.  Pithawalla with 
the prestigious award of Outstanding 
Contribution to Concrete Technology 
2011. Mr. Pithawalla is the Director of the 
Hiranandani Constructions Pvt. Ltd.  Powai, 
Mumbai. The honor was bestowed on Mr. 

Pithawalla by Mr. Edal Jal Cassad, chartered engineer & consultant in construction management.
Apart from the two detailed presentations by the eminent engineers on Concrete & Civil 

Engineering Subjects, the highlight of the ICI celebration was the presentation ceremony where the 
awards were given to distinguished engineers & engineering Companies.

The Outstanding Concrete Structure Award – 2011, for roller-compacted concrete dam 
at Ghatghar district in thane, went to M/S. PATEL Engineering Ltd. Dr.  (Engr.)  Vasudev V.  
Nori  Chairman,  M/S. Shirish   Patel & Associates Consultants Pvt. Ltd. was presented with the  
Life-Time Achievement Award for Outstanding contribution to Concrete Technology – 2 0 1 1

Engr. Cyrus K. Pithawalla has an experience of 36 years in the construction Industry including 
complex structures both in India & Abroad. Starting off as a Senior Civil Engineer in 1984, he 
went on to become Project Engineer & subsequently moved on to Project Manager, then the Vice 
President & now is the Director of the Company.

Congratulations Mr. Pithawalla!

NEWS STAND

For Advertising rates please contact:
(022) 66330405 or advertise@parsi-times.com

Last week Parsi Times featured the good work of Mr. Kersi Sui and his dedication to service at the 
Uran Agiary. We included in the article a proposed shift to Canada by his family.  We would like to 
clarify, the shift did not take place then and is not up for discussion now as well. 
Mr. Sui remains dedicated to towards the religious services for the Nhalo Aatash at the Uran Agiary. 

Poor Khareghat Colony has been so stressed out lately. In 
a totally unrelated incident some internal renovation was 

kitchen of the home under it. Fortunately no one was hurt in 
the incident. The BPP rushed to action and swiftly moved the 

BPP Trustees Khojeste Mistree, Arnavaz Mistry and 
Muncherji Cama all came in with sound advice and concern 
at the right time. Thanks Trustees! 

CALL OUR DEDICATED ADVERTISING HOTLINE #9930264854
TO FIND OUT MORE AND BOOK YOUR SPACE TODAY! 

YOU HAVE THREE WEEKS WORTH OF PARSI TIMES TO REACH THE READERS USING THIS SPACE !!!! 

OFFER ENDS ON 
OCTOBER 28th, 2011

Dear Readers,

12,000 Issues !!! 
If someone you know has not 
received a copy of our weekly, 
please request them to take a 
stroll down to any one of these 
places where they have so 
graciously agreed to keep our 
copies for free distribution 
this week!
 

Colaba - AGA Stores 
(Cusrow Baug)
Fountain -  Devji  
Shripal & Co., Ideal 
Corner,  Roshni Food 
Point
Dhobitalao - Kerawala 
& Co., Paris Bakery
Churchgate - Bhikha 
Behram Well
Andheri - Mazda Wines, Bharucha Baug Arda-Vira 
Provisional Stores
Bandra - RTI, Tata Agiary
Tardeo (Nana chowk) - PAC , CHUNG-FA
Dadar - Aarey Milk Centre, Opp. Rustom Framna 
Agiary, Gangar Stores.
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On Sun-
d a y , 
D a d a r 

P a r s i 
Colony saw a 
bevy of dogs 
marching up to 
‘Oh My Dog!’ a 
new Pet Salon 
opened ‘one 
tail wag’ away 

from Kings Circle. The newly opened 
saloon is an exciting and luxurious 
space for all our adorable pets. Nina 
Joshi, the owner of this little corner of 
Doggie Bliss catches up on paws for a 
Hug over some cute Doggy Themed 
cupcakes served up for the occasion. 
1) How did you get the idea to start a 

Doggie and Pet Salon? 
I’m really proud to say that after 

had the courage to trade my talent for 
my passion! With a LOT of help and 

support from my family and friends, 
I’ve switched my career path from 
graphic designing to working with 
animals and though it’s just been a few 
days since Oh my dog! was born, I just 
know that it’s one of the best decisions 
I’ve ever made!Oh my Dog! is just step 
one of a much much bigger dream...

2) Oh my Dog! That’s cute! Where did 
that name come from? 

My family and friends bombarded me 
with a ton of names which were then 

added to my already long and chaotic 
list of suggestions. Then votes were 
taken and more e-mails and messages 
were sent all around and somewhere 
in the middle of all this, “Oh my dog!” 
was founded!
3) 5 things you love about doggies? 

backwards. 

the sidewalk staring blankly at you. 

who will love you unconditionally 
forever. What’s not to love?!

haven’t done anything wrong. Can I 
please have some food now?”

that dogs do: Strays chasing after 
passing cars and dogs chasing laser 

lights!

A small list of services a customer 
doggie can get at Oh my Dog! 

grooming package that will 

squeaky clean!

Mumbai heat!

haircuts

p
ta

ol
ev

mar
Oh
ew
pe

C
be
m
‘O
ne
op

Nina 
opened her 
store on the 

fun date  
9-10-11

mercy of the streets or euthanized to reduce their population. 
Parsi personalities Shiamak Daver and Marzi Pestonji supported the cause with their presence. They posed with the 
animals up for adoption and had the crowd even more happy to be there!
If you would like to support and help the cause, log on to www.facebook.com/worldforall or Email: worldforall@
groups.facebook.com for more details! 

K“king” or “poet priest”.  The word Kavi also means intelligent. 
Kayanian kings are the heroes of the Shahnameh as well as some 

probably the Turanians. Some of the kings of the Kayanian dynasty who 

been shown in the Shahnameh at all. The king who established Kayanian 
dynasty was Kai Qobad / Kai Kobad. It was during the Kayanian dynasty 

the last ruler of the Kayanian dynasty, but in the Shahnameh it is Behram, the 
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Horwath Mak was 
established in 
1981 in Dubai and 

new business, free zone and 
business plan as well as IT 
solutions.

Mr. Yezdi Master of 

with Horwath Mak of 
Dubai to invite Indian 

international business 
with Dubai as its base. 

were invited to invest in 
Dubai and The United 

Dr. Khalid Maniar, 
Founder and Group 

and a sound business 

the UAE is one of the world’s 

reserves. 
Horwath Mak has a 

Yezdi Master of Master & 

initiative to invite Horwath 

The Zoroastrian Trust Funds of Europe (ZTFE), based at 
the Zoroastrian Centre, in Alexandra Avenue, is the leading 
organization for Parsis in the UK, and was founded on 
October 6, 1861.

Mr. Malcolm Deboo, the President of the Zoroastrian 
Centre, in his speech said “We can rightly claim to that we are 
the oldest religious voluntary organisation in the UK of South 
Asian origin. From humble beginnings, the ZTFE has grown as 
an organisation. It was not until 1923 that we acquired our 

here today because Zoroastrians believe in self-help. Most 
Zoroastrians are Royalists and they have an affection for the 
Royal Family since the reign  of Queen Victoria. Zoroastrians 
have a regard of the monarchy, the government and the 
judiciary because historically they have allowed Zoroastrians 
to practice their religion freely.”

persecution in their native Iran and that the association had 
never forgotten the welcome this country had given them and 

INDO-U.A.E. BUSINESS TIES

UAE.

SEEN FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Mr. Yezdi Master of Master & Co., Mumbai, Mr. 
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Parsi Times is grateful for the letter from our High Priest and the sentiments from the BPP. 
Let us hope things get resolved.  Please do mail us your suggestions and ideas to that effect 
on contribute@parsi-times.com

Last week Parsi 
Times carried 
an article on the 
Film Shooting in 
Khareghat and 
the misuse of the 

Since that day, tempers and explanations have 
erupted in equal measure and the Community has 

side is the Dasturji Khurshed Dastur of Udvada who 
was present at the scene and spoke to us in the wee 
hours of Saturday morning last week. The other side 

is a group of BPP Trustees who believe that there has 
been miscommunication and unnecessary drama. 
The Community has sat back and watched both sides 
speak and has also voiced its support and  surprise at 
the incident. The websites have been buzzing and the 
main stream media even caught the story two days 

Dasturji Khurshed Dastur has sent across a letter to 
Parsi Times as a rebuttal to the accusations aimed at 
him. It is an open letter addressed to the BPP Trustees. 
We print it here for your perusal. 
Committed to getting and giving our readers both 
sides of the story, Parsi Times approached 2 BPP 

Trustees for answers as well.
We give you both sides of the story. 
During the BPP Election process this year, we 
requested our readers to approach the choices 
they had with dignity and depth. We extend the 

acknowledge and learn instead of blame and defame. 
Let us not waste time berating and blaming and let us 
look to the people in authority solving these issues. 
After all, the religious and the administrative leaders 
of the Community on the same page is the solution 
we all need! 
We look forward to accountability, humility and 
actions in the right peaceful direction.

certain comments have been made about me that 
need to be responded to. It is a known fact that WAPIZ 
does not print responses or rebuttals because of which I 
am constrained to release this through the kind courtesy of 
other community publications.

I do not have any axe to grind with anybody. I am only 
concerned with the duties that I am expected to perform.

Whilst passing near the Doongerwadi, when I saw the 
festive atmosphere, I was shocked and felt it my duty, as a 
Zoroastrian to intervene.

The sanctity of Doongerwadi has been compromised which 
is an extremely serious matter. Whosoever may have given 
the permission has undoubtedly erred. However, it does 
not mean that other Trustees can sit back and absolve 
themselves of responsibility, more so when they were 
alerted to the facts.

was no need for him to go to the Doongerwadi complex 

can be no reason why this was not conveyed to those who 
went to his house or telephoned seeking his intervention, 
as he happens to be residing literally next door to the 
Doongerwadi complex.

of candidates that they would be 24X7 Trustees at the beck 
and call of the community 365 days a year. Sanctimonious 
comments of not allowing any commercial activity at 
Doongerwadi are meaningless, if Trustees do not respond 
when alerted and are needed.

plans to turn Udvada into a Tourism-Cultural Centre, it 
should be mentioned that the objective to establish the 
Zoroastrian Information Centre (ZIC) at Udvada has long 

been misled by critics whose criticism was misplaced and 
done out of envy.

- Dasturji Khurshed K. Dastoor

I would not like to say anything about this and I feel the 
administration should be the sole voice of Punchayet. 

We have not had a meeting about this but we will.

“Parsi Times should have asked me before reporting things out of context. I 
think it is unfair reporting and the damage has been done. Everything was settled 

as it were that evening itself. 

to be cooked there and the toilet was going to be placed there. The food has been stopped and 
the toilets moved almost immediately. Whatever had to happen there, has happened. 
I found it strange that you shot this article out. It felt pre planned. (at this point on the telecom 

journalistic style and we closed the paper extremely early Saturday morning) Good Luck, if 

story and so after telling us how upset he was he agreed to talk about what happened that 
night. 
We quote: ‘I recognize that you are a journalist but I have a grouse that the record is tainted. 
I am used to the Parsi Press ganging up on me but on the other hand I would expect there 
to be a higher standard of journalism from you. If you are trying to be fair report both sides. 
What about the fact that some people who complained were the ones standing in line to eat 

It was my daughters birthday and my family and I were dining at a restaurant earlier in 

midnight oil preparing a speech for an upcoming event in London so I was tired and went 
to bed. 
Around 11p.m. a man called Gustad Irani rang the doorbell and my wife answered. He said 

asleep and that she would not wake me up. She asked him to call up BPP Chairman Dinshaw 

called me up from London and said that everything was good. I even advised him to speak 
with Dasturji Khurshed, which I assume he did. 

should not go down since everythin g was settled, ‘pacchu badhu bhadkai jaase
I felt hurt and insulted by what the High Priest has said to me. He has a running battle with 
all of us because we are not happy with what is happening in Udvada. I feel he has a vested 
interest in trying to gun me down at every point. 

meeting if he thought that the Parsi Times had reported unfairly and he just shrugged his 
shoulders. 
Surprise! Surprise! Those who want the collapse of the Dokhmashini system are already busy 
with their nonsense. I am making a prediction! There will be more of the bashing to come. 

See, fairness is important. I already told you some months ago when you called me that I am 
willing to talk to you about religion and knowledge.
When I volunteered many years ago to serve the community, I never thought I would have 

through these past few years! And we call ourselves Parsis!
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1. How has your 
association been with the 
WZCC? Are you looking 
forward to meet Parsi 
entrepreneurs?

2. What are the key features of social 
media marketing that a young Parsi 
entrepreneur should keep in mind, 
to get revenue and eyeballs from the 
international community? 

3. According to you, what is a 
sensible budget for a young Parsi 
entrepreneur?

4. Do you 
think social media 
marketing is 
useful for students? 

And how much 
importance should 

be given to it in college/ 
professional courses?

5. Out of the following things 
important to a business what do you 
think should be given maximum 
priority? And why? 

6. What have you typically 
observed in today’s generation of 
entrepreneurs: are they tuned in to 
Social Media Marketing, blissfully 
ignorant or skeptical?

7. The internet 
boom changed 
the way the world 
is connected. 
Ipod changed 
the worldwide 
perception of music. 
What impact do you 
think Social Media 
Marketing will have 

used it to their advantage?

PARSI TIMES 
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My favourite place 
in the world is an 
indigenous irony. 

It’s nestled between an ocean 
and mountains; has buildings 
reaching out for the skies and 
sprawling slums being razed 
to the ground. It’s a potpourri 
of different dreams and 
ambitions, but it’s ruthless 
to every under-achiever. The 
soaring skyline of this place 
always serves as a constant 
reminder to those at the 
ground level of the increasing 
divide between success and 
failure. The redolence of power 
is complemented by struggle 
at every level, and yet, my 
heart skips a beat every time I 
think of the pulsating pace at 
which the city thrives. Shame 
on you, proud Mumbaiker, if 
you hadn’t guessed it already!

As I sat down in my quiet 
suburban home in the San 
Francisco Bay Area, where I 
now live, reminiscing about 
my favourite city in the world, 
I realized I would not be 

totally honest if I wrote about 
any other place but Mumbai. 
However, I must admit, New 
York, followed by London, 
came very close as my second 
and third favourite place, 
respectively. 

My love affair with the 
city — where I was born 
and raised, where I studied 
and worked, where I lived 
and loved — started out in 
my teens as a young college 
student. Until then, Mumbai, 
for me, oscillated between my 
home in a then Zoroastrian-
trust-owned apartment in 
Grant Road (west) and my 
grandparents’ apartment in a 
Parsi Colony in Mahim. But 
an exercise to list out all the 
fun places to hangout at and 
exciting things to do would 
be in absolute vain for most 
readers, who have either lived 
in Mumbai or visited it. Also, 
I’d rather not get dated as a 
relic from a by-gone era thanks 
to the city’s ever-evolving, 
dynamic social scene.  

But there are some aspects 
of the city that have withstood 
a name change, natural 
calamities and even terrorist 
attacks — a familiar bawa-

light (usually on his dad’s 
outdated Yezdi; OR, hold your 
breath, riding pillion on her 
boyfriend’s dad’s outdated 
Yezdi); the crisp breeze from 
the Arabian Sea at Chowpatty, 
Worli or even Bandra; walking 
through knee-high waters in 
the full glory of a Mumbai 
Monsoon; the never-ending 
arguments with the cabbie 
or auto rickshaw-wallah; 
the amaranthine chances of 
bumping into an unpleasant 
ex (colleague, boss or romantic 
interest); and evenings spent 
in the company of friends at 
Café Coffee Day (sorry Barista 
fans, I was always biased 
towards “CCD”). 

Sceptics may renegade my 
choice of ‘Favourite City in 
The World’ to “separation 
anxiety,” but anyone who 

has lived away from Mumbai 
would attest that distance does 
makes the heart go yonder. I 
have been away from the city 
I love for almost two years 
now and I yearn for my piece 
of Mumbai every single day. 
While currently my home 
is away, the up side to this 
arrangement is that my visits 
to Mumbai are even more 
special and looked forward to. 

Whether you’re born in 
the city, or you make it your 
home, or you’re only visiting, 
one thing’s for sure — You 
won’t miss being any place 
else when you’re in Aamchi 
Mumbai. 

And thus I say to you, dear 
Mumbai, “Ever Mine, Ever 
Thine, Ever Ours!” 

An 85 years old Japanese 
started learning 
Chinese language 

— so his friends asked him: 
“Dear, at this age, what will 
you gain by learning a new 
language? You are one foot 
in the grave.., then why this 
botheration? Relax and spend 
your time in meditation and 
God!” 

He replied: “When I was 
60 years old, an Indian had 

asked me the same question.... 

years, I have learnt seven new 
languages and gone around 
the world twice. At 60 years 
when a man retires, he believes 
that now he has no work. I 
don’t need anybody. I have 
become a burden to my family 
and relatives. Such thoughts 
are responsible for sickness 
and negative thoughts. Why 
should we harbour such 

thoughts? Instead, if he thinks: 
“When I was engrossed in my 

my own desires/pleasures. 
So now after retirement and 

responsibilities, I can relax and 
enjoy what I wanted to do and 
engage myself in whatever 
I wanted to do to keep my 
body and mind occupied and 
healthy. During my lifetime, 
whatever knowledge and 
success I have gained, I want 
to share with others and 
be content. I can help my 
family members in their work 
without dominating, occupy 
myself in doing social work 
and many other ways... but 
not for name and fame. Old 
age is not the end of life… on 
the contrary, it is the morning 
of a new chapter of growth. If 
your age is 65 or 95, you must 
believe that you have and can 
have much to do!” 

There are so many seniors 
who have achieved great feats 
in the winter of their lives. 
George Bernard Shaw was a 

great achiever at the age of 90. 
Roman patriot, Marcus Porcius 
Cato learnt several languages, 
including Greek. Singer 
Madam Ernestine Schumann-
Hink after she became a 
granny, was at the height of 
her “Sangeet Sadhna”. Heart 
surgeon, Dr. Michael De 
Bakeyat 90 achieved success 
and invented the roller pump 
for blood transfusion. Greek 
philosopher, Socrates at 80 
learnt and created music. 
Michael Angelo did his BEST 
paintings at 80. At 80, Sayos 
Simanice won the best singer 
and producer award. John 
Von Gate completed “Fost” 
and Leopold Von Ranke 
started writing world history 
at that time. Both were in their 
90’s. Tennyson wrote his very 
famous poem “Crossing the 
Bar” at 83 years. lsac Newton 
at the age of 85 was still doing 
commendable work. Jeanne 
Louise Calmentrode a bicycle 
till the age of 100. On her 118th 
birthday, she was declared the 
most worthy centenarian of 

the decade. Even at the age of 
122 her smile was dazzling and 
impressive! Asked the reasons 
he replied... Whenever I could 
enjoy life, I just did that. I have 
never regretted anything in 
my life and lived a pleasant 
and regular life. This does 
not mean that only foreigners 
are creative and active and 
we are waiting and thinking 
of death only. Many oldies 
enjoy activities which put to 
shame the youth. In industry 
social work, such examples 
are numerous, but to do and 
achieve something new is not 
prevalent in us even today. If 
we accept old age with love, 
understanding and hope, 
there is much we can do. 
Our grey hair speaks of our 
achievements, knowledge and 
desires. 

Anyone of you can follow 
the example of Late Principal 
of D. Cawasji High School, 
Shirin Manecksha, aged 95 
years. 

HOW CAN YOU REMAIN YOUNG IN THE MIND

Contd. on Pg. No. 17

She topped the university in 
Life Science from St. Xaviers 
College, completed Law 

Law College and worked at 
Times Now as a newsreader 
before she got married and 
settled in USA. Currently 
works for India West, a 
News Magazine and is based 
out of San Francisco. With a 
keen interest in theatre and 
life itself, Pearl Mistry, who 
is well travelled, talks about 
the best place in the world…

 FROM OUR READER TransIated from the gujrati article of 
Dr. HiIIa Minoo Wadia with some additions and changes.

From the desk of Kumi J. Daroowala (Age: 85)
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Hey there! Register your YOUNG AND 
FREE voice on contribute@parsi-times.com 

Just mail in your name,  age and contact 
number. Our questions can range from the 
serious to the sensational. Let us join hands 
in making a voice today for our tomorrow! 

Firdosh Mhow
Age  : 29 years
Profession : Working
It’s not a bad thing. My friends call me Bawa 
and I like it. It’s a good thing to be called a 
Bawa. Sardars are also called by fun names but 
we should think that at least in this way people 
remember us!

Mahernoz Jivasha
Age  : 31 years
Profession : Working
This is going on since a very long time. Everyone 
calls us Bawa or Bawi and there is nothing wrong 
in that! Our elders were also called this and they 
accepted it with a smile. There is no underlying 
insult in this tag. People from other castes call us 
that as a way of masti and maja. Isn’t it a unique 
name though?  We never took it the wrong way 
and that is good. It’s all in good fun!

Freddy Buhariwala
Age  : 28 years
Profession : Working
No, its not offensive at all! It all depends on how 
you take it. If you take it positively then it’s good 
for you and if you view it as a negative comment 
then it will hurt you. Sardarjis are called Papaji 
and Madrasis are called Anna since forever! You 
can’t take offense for that!  It’s just how people 
address us and it’s not insulting or derogatory.

Farzad Irani
Age  : 21 years
Profession : Working
It’s not offensive but if it’s done with the express 
purpose of hurting someone or making fun 
of someone then it’s not good.  No one should 
call us that just to hurt our sentiments. It’s not 
offensive until and unless you intend to make it 
offensive. Anyway I am proud to be a Bawa!

Jimmy Havaldar
Age  : 26 years
Proud to be a Bawa! Let anyone call us Bawa. 
Why not? Doesn’t matter! Nowadays we say 
screw the tigers, save the Bawas! I am unique, 
no? So why should there not be a unique name 
for me? I have no problem if anyone calls me 
Bawa. Not offensive at all!

Nesline sukhadia
Age  : 29 years

intention of hurting anyone.

Eric Bacha
Age  : 26 years
It’s a good thing! Marathis are called Ghatis, 
Biharis are called Bhaiyas. At least Bawa is a 
better word! We are recognized as Bawas! No 
harm in that! It’s all in good spirit!

Vispi Variava, 
Age  : 25 years
I don’t really mind but its better if people don’t 
call us that. They might be doing it unknowingly 
and without any intention of hurting anyone but 
its better if it’s not done.

Ruhzan Sena
Age  : 26 years
Profession : Working
I like it when someone calls me a Bawa! I don’t 

call me that and I feel it’s a good thing!

Zubin Vakil

Age  : 27 years

Profession : Working

This is a nametag which we have given to 
ourselves! Some people might not like it. There 
are two sections of the society anywhere in every 
community. But it’s all in good fun! There is 
nothing malicious about it.

Parsi Times chats with young Parsis and 
asks for their unbiased take on important 

Community issues. We are proud to 
feature our unedited, young minds.  

Maybe their voices can be heard! 

P. T. QUESTION OF THE WEEK
Calling a Parsi boy or girl

a Bawa or Bawi
is offensive or humourous to you?

Penaaz Damania
Age  : 19 years
Profession : Advertising Student
It’s not insulting. People call Parsis Bawa/Bawi 
all the time. You get used to it.  I think it’s said 
in good spirit and not as a way to hurt someone’s 
sentiments. It’s funny. It’s a term synonymous with 
the Community. But sometimes you get pissed off! 
If it’s done deliberately to berate us then it hurts. 
If someone says that he is a Bawa so he must be 
crazy then it hurts.

Kevan Italia
Age  : 24 years
Profession : Working
I’m proud to be a Parsi and so I don’t mind being 
called a Bawa at all! In fact I feel proud.  It’s a 
privilege for me. There is nothing insulting about 
being called a Bawa. I don’t feel bad about it at all!

Burzin Pavri
Age  : 19 years
Profession : Student
Everyone knows that Parsis are called Bawas. I 
am proud to be called a Bawa so it doesn’t make 
a difference to me. I don’t feel that anyone tries 
to deliberately run us down or insult us. No one 
has such a thought in their mind when they call us 
Bawa/Bawi. It’s all said in good spirit.

Jehaan Sabavala
Age  : 18 years
Profession : Student
I think it’s all said in a good way. No one has any 
mean intentions when they call us Bawa. It’s not 
offensive. It’s kind of cool!

Kayannush Dumasia
Age  : 19 years
Profession : Student
It’s not the words that matter but the way they 
are said that is more important. Parsis stand out 
anyway so if you are new somewhere and if 
people don’t know your name but know that you 
are a Parsi then they call you Bawa.  My name is 

pronounce it so instead they just call me Bawa. 
It’s simpler. However, we don’t call Muslims ‘aye 
Muslim’ or Hindus ‘aye Hindu’ so I don’t know 
why people prefer calling us Bawa but I guess it’s 
just easier. Otherwise I don’t have any problem 
with it.Mehrzaad Mogrelia

Age  : 18 years
Profession : Student

any harm when they call us Bawa or Bawi.

Anahita Paghdiwala
Age  : 20 years
Profession : Student
It’s not offensive at all. However, movies portray 
Parsis in a stereotypical light. But still it’s not 
meant in a derogatory way.
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P. T. QUESTION OF THE WEEK

Do you feel the term  
Bawa or Bawi is offensive / derogatory 

or humorous?

Hey there!
Register your OLD N WISE voice on  

contribute@parsi-times.com
Just mail in your name, age and contact 

number.  Our questions can range from the 
serious to the sensational.

Let us join hands in making a voice today 
for our tomorrow! 

Old
n

Wise

Name : Mrs. Irani
Age : 52 years. Housewife.
Address : Bharucha Baug, 
   Andheri (W)
No, I do not think it is an offensive term. 
If someone addresses me as a Bawi I 
have no issue.  In fact, I feel people are 
now immune to it. We are a fun loving 
community and crack jokes on each other 
by saying, “Joh Bawaji Chalio”.

Name : Mr. Fraser
Age : 62 years
Address : Bandra
I personally don’t like the term Bawa. 
In literal sense it means “I am your father”.  
My advice to people is that if we do not like 
it we should retort in the same manner. 
According to me it is neither humorous 
nor offensive. Over the years we have 
accepted it.

Name : Mr. Cyrus Charna
Age : 55 years
Address : Cama Park, Andheri (W).

and Bawi.  If we ourselves write such 
terms what respect do we expect from 
the other cosmopolitan people?

Name : Mrs. Freny E. Nariman

Age : 77 years. Ex. Teacher. 

refer to our father and grandfather as Bawa.  
The word Bawa demands a lot of respect but 
whereas today it has become a joke.  It is just 
a way of life and you have to move with it.

Name : Mrs. Gool Master
Age : 73 years.  Housewife
Address : Bandstand, Bandra (W)
I personally am ok to be referred to as a Bawi but at 
times it becomes very humiliating especially when 

Community in their Films.  They are misusing the 
freedom that has been given to them by our generous 
community.  If it was for any other community they 
would think twice before using any derogatory term.

Name : Mr. Faramroz Bhiwandiwalla
Age : 69 years. Shop owner.
Address : Surat.
In Gujarat all other communities call us BAWAJI out 
of respect. Actually our names and surnames are so 
complicated that they cannot pronounce it so they 

They know our grand fathers and have immense trust 
and respect for us.

Name : Mr. Viraf Patel

I personally do not like to be called a bawa because I don’t 
personally refer to a Muslim as a Miya or to a Maharastrian 

why should they call me a bawa. According to them we are 
a slow community, declining in numbers, our ancestors 
have left a lot of land and we do nothing. And that we are 
always dominated by the women in our house and many 

Name : Mrs. Meher Pavri
Age : 79 years. Housewife

No, I do not think being called a Bawi is 
offensive. It is addressed in a very loving 

by which we are recognized. It has a very 
innocent meaning. We ourselves refer to each 
other as Bawas and Bawis and laugh it out.

Parsi Times chats 
with Elder Parsis and 

asks for their unbiased 
take on important 
Community issues.

We are proud to feature 
our unedited, wise 

minds. 
Maybe their voices can 

be heard!

Name : Mrs. Villu Unwalla
Age : 61 years.   Tuition Teacher
Address : Wadala.
No. No. No. I hate the word Bawa and Bawi! What rubbish! We are the 
worlds oldest religion, we are a 99% literate community, we are the ones 
that have built the maximum number of school, colleges, art galleries we 
are the pioneers of Bombay city our contribution to India is much more then 
any other religion or cast and we better be respected for that. It is the duty 

own Community reafer to each other as Bawas and Bawis. Its a shame.

Name : Dara Irani
Age : 58 years. Working with VIP

it. But if someone on the roadside calls me a Bawa then I get angry.

A CANDID PIECE FROM ONE OF OUR
“Old N Wise” Readers

Dear Madam,

 
some sense of it!

Sincerely hope Freyan is spared from the ordeal of judging and publishing the 
replies – she has better things to do!

94 years,
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Changing your parting style:
Many people often complain 
that their parting does not sit 
the way they want.   Instead it 
falls back to a strong parting. 
When your hair is wet, part 
it to the side you want it and 
put a clip. This will enable it to 

stay to one side. It will take a 
while to change to the parting 
you want; maybe days, weeks 
or even a couple of months, 
depending on how strong the 
original parting is. This will 

change.

Tdo without in my 
toolbox are:

nozzle: The nozzle is the most 
important part of my dryer 

(and amount) of air. The nozzle 
should be a narrow slit so you 
have a thin stream of air that 
styles the hair one section at 
a time. It helps concentrate 
the heat on one area without 
blowing the rest of the hair 
everywhere and losing control 
of your style. Dryer watts 
should be between 1000 To 

2000 watts.

brush / Paddle 
brush: You get 
more body at 
the roots and 
better control 
at the ends, if 
you push dry 
your hair down in the front.  A 
round brush can burn the hair 
and break the hair to a certain 
extent if not used right.

 This is 
something I always use -rain or 
shine. A setting lotion prepares 
the hair for whatever I want to 

do with 
it. Whether hair 

is to be curled or straightened, 
I prefer leave in cream over 

mousse because 
it does not 
contain as many 
chemicals and 
doesn’t make 
your hair dull. It 
is also softer than 
gel and does not 
cause stiffness. 

applied to the hair when damp 
offer better results than heavy 
sprays used after the hair is 
done.

 These are 
among the greatest hair care 
aids ever invented! Just put 
them in the hair for a short 
time after hair is dry to take 

give hair sleekness, body and 
control. My tip is to dry the 

or paddle brush, place rollers 
in the hair, leave in for 20 
minutes, remove and run your 

“comb.”
 These are a 

must have in the kit. They help 
hold hair away without leaving 
marks on the hair when you 
are styling it.

The average rate of 
growth of the hair 
is half an inch to an 

inch every month. Seeing a 
hairdresser regularly to have 
your hair trimmed just quarter 
of an inch every 3 months for 
women and every 2 months 
for men is the best way to 
make sure your hair grows 
long and healthy. I know 
people feel that once you go 
to the hair dresser they always 
tend to take off more than they 
should but you need to be 

much length you want taken 
off. And its always better to 
keep your haircut as basic 
and simple as possible when 
you are growing it out. Avoid 
a ‘U’ or a ‘V’ shape through 
the back and keep it simple 
and straight. Hair in good 
condition gives the impression 

of it being longer even if it is 
not because it looks good and 
has no split ends, etc.

Watch your weight and try 
to keep it constant As you shed 

pounds, you also shed hair. 
The dramatic changes that 
your body undergoes when it 
loses weight quickly can cause 
your hair to thin. Diets low 
in protein and iron and also 
those high in protein but low 
in fruits and vegetables that 
result in dramatic weight loss 

hair loss. Keep a balanced diet 
and focus on gradual calorie 
reduction. Hair is made up 
of keratin and nourishment 
is never enough for the hair 
according to me. You will need 
enough proteins and vitamins, 
and you can easily meet your 
body’s requirement by eating 
a balanced, nutritious diet, or 
by taking a multivitamin and 
protein or other appropriate 
nutritious supplements if you 
can’t eat well due to illness or 
otherwise. It can take several 

months to notice the results, 
so do not get discouraged.

Those with curly or frizzy 
hair will have to be patient. 
The texture of your hair means 
that length will take a while to 
show, but it does not mean 
that your hair grows slower.

Stress is a common cause 
of slowing your hair growth. 
When you experience physical 
or emotional turmoil. It is 
important to relieve your 
stress in order to allows 
your hair to grow faster and 
healthier.

Hence a healthy body can 
sustain healthy hair and allow 
it to grow longer and stronger.

Essentials for your home 
styling kit and hair tips to 

change your parting

 is a 
chef with many knives in 
her pretty home kitchen 

cabinet. From TV anchor 
to educator to author she 
is armed with culinary 
skills to put your tummy 
into a hypnotic state. 
We are proud to present 
to you her recipes 
which have the unique 
distinction of being not 
only simple to follow 
but yummy to taste!

CORIANDER FISH
Ingredients:

3 potatoes (parboiled and 
sliced)
Marinade:
2 tablespoons Soya sauce
2 tablespoons brown sugar
½ tablespoon garam masala
1 tablespoon chopped garlic
4 tablespoons chopped 
coriander
Oil
Directions:

hours. Just before serving, 
cover and place it in a 

minutes, topped with potato 
slices. 
Serve hot with a tossed 
salad.

If  you want it long
it’s gotta be….. cut!!!

RECIPE

 Apply toothpaste to 
pimples. Allow it to dry 
and then wash with water. 
Continue the process 
twice daily till your face is 
free of pimples.

 Use Dettol antiseptic 
liquid to remove hair dye 
stains from the skin.

 If there is no nail polish 
remover at home, use any 
old perfume to remove 
polish.

 Curd can substitute for 
soap - good for all skin 
types.

 Caffeine robs skin of 
important nutrients - 
switch to herbal tea.
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Established in 1907 by donations 
received by the Chaina family, 
the Billimoria family and many 

more living in and around Mazgaon 
area got together to build this Agiary. 
Located near the Dockyard station 
in Mazgaon where the population 
of Parsis is close to nil today. This 
small Agiary is surviving due to 
the dedication of one single man – 

Mr. Ratansha Kariman 
Anklesaria (son of the 
Late Kariman Anklesaria 
who was also known 
as the Ghazal Samrat of 
Gujarat).

He has been the sole 
caretaker of the Agiary 
since the last 26 years. 

ceremonies, prepares 
food during the month 
of Muktad, and has 
dedicated his entire youth 

towards this Agiary. 
During the late 50’s, a Muslim man 

who was visiting the Meera Datta 
Dargah which is very well known for 
curing possessed individuals, entered 
the Agiary and destroyed the Patsha 

be shut down and in 26th May, 1968, 
Mah- Dae, Roj Hormaz the new Atash 
was brought and a lot of ceremonies 
were performed by Ervad Jal Balsara 
and Ervad Godrej Panthaki from the 
Banaji Agiary and the then Panthaki 
Late Ervad Ratansha Zaroliwalla who 

had served this Agiary for 22 years. 
The present trustees are Mr. Jimmy 
Shroff, Mr. Farookh Singanporia, Mr. 
Percy Singanporia and Mr. Jimmy 
Singanporia. 

There are many others who 
contributed towards the survival of 
this Agiary through other donations.
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Tardeo, Haji Ali
It is a very small colony consisting 

of only 8 buildings out of which 
building Block A was built by Seth 

Phirozeshaw N. Mehta and Banoobai 
Mehta in the fond memory of their 
parents Seth Nasarvanji and Kuwarbai 
Mehta in 1939.

Block B or the Ginwalla blocks 
were built by the Ginwalla family and   
Block C was built by the Vacha Family, 
to provide housing to poor families. 
Thereafter the remaining 5 blocks were 
built and the last block was the G block 
called the Munsiff block, which was 
built by the Munsiff family in 1950.

Mrs. Khurshid B. Gandhi has been 
residing in the colony since the last 52 
years.

Captain Colony comes under the 
BPP Trust and is managed by the 
current board.

The Captain Colony Welfare 
Association was registered about 
four years ago with the Charity 
Commissioner. The present chairman 

of this association is Mr. Jimmy 
Gardiwalla and the Secretary is Mr. 
Sharookh Dumasia. The committee 
conducts an election every 3 years and 
has an AGM every year.

Dae Mahina Jashan, a musical program 
and a children’s dance party and prize 
distribution is 
conducted by the 
Association.

They also 
o r g a n i z e 
rangoli, painting 
c o m p e t i t i o n , 
carom and table 
tennis tourn-
aments. An annual 
sports day and a 
Christmas party 
are also organised. 
Mr. Mickey Mehta 
is one of the 
celebrities in the 
colony.
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When Zoroastrians 
arrived on the 
Indian shores to seek 

refuge, our priests convinced 
King JadhavRana that we will 
dissolve like sugar in the milk. 
Since then we seek harmony 
and have adapted to all 
situations whenever required, 
mentally or physically.  We 
might not be the strongest 
species surviving, nor are we 
large in numbers but we are 
one of the most responsive 
to change. Based on a study 
by UNESCO Parzor Project 
in December 2008, Parsis are 
the only group seen among 
various world populations 
who are phylogentically 
(after evolution) separated 
from their geographic cluster. 
Hence, it’s commendable that 
Parsis/Iranishave adapted 
to a drastic climatic change 
along with a change of their 
food habits and lifestyle.

With the advent of 
globalisation, the Zoroastrian 
youth is adopting various 
changes in their eating habits 
which is directly proportionate 

to their health and well-being.
Below is a glance of changing 
preferences; a difference of 
opinion between Soli pappa 

and his grandson Zeus. 

“Stew and eggs the 
ultimate nashto”, said Soli 
pappa. 

“Eggs with oregano, ham 
and cheese is a heavenly 
breakfast treat”, said Zeus.

“Chalni dikra jasti bota 
naakh”, said Soli pappa. 

“No, I won’t have too 
much mutton. Bau cholesterol 
che mom”, said Zeus.

“Bread with chicken cutlet, 
teni saathe icecream soda, maja 
avi jai”, said Soli pappa.

“McDonalds burger, yum! 
Coke and chips with that even 
better”, said Zeus.

Many may call this a 
generation gap, but we believe 
that these are the changing 
trends. Aaj na poriyas might not 
eat very healthy but are more 
conscious of their medical 
well-being. Natasha Mehenty, 
a student says,“The proverb 
‘health is wealth’ is extremely 
true because no individual 
can progress with ill health. 

Due to pollution, 
a d u l t e r a t i o n 
and radiations 
the health of 
human beings 
is affected.” 
“According to the 
general hierarchy 
of needs, health 
and security 
are primary 
r e q u i r e m e n t s 
that need to be 

advertising student Penaaz 
Damania. She also explained 
that when it comes to health 

not many people want to take 
their chances. “As far as my 
family and I are concerned, we 
prefer to eat a healthier diet 

as far as possible” 
but she confesses 
that sometimes they 
do indulge in sinful 
treats.

The UNESCO 
Parzor Project 
examined the health 
aspects of Parsis. 
According to a 
Mumbai basedstudy 
the three major 
illnesses in the 
community are; 
Cardio Vascular 
Disease, Cancer 

(especially Breast cancer) 
and Diabetes. All bawas love 
their botas, margi, eeda and 
tarela macchi with of course, 
a mithoomonu in the end of 
every meal. This line could 
sum up all the reasons that lead 
to cardio vascular problems or 
diabetes. Parsi women have 
higher incidence of breast 

and delayed child birth. 
Lifestyle changes, regular 
medical check-up, prevention 
of consanguineous marriages 
could help prevent health 
problems from continuing 
into the next generation.

Importance of medical 

old student, “Yes, medical 

only for the aged but also for 
the youth as the youth are also 
subject to various accidents 
and illnesses.” 

SanayaDinshaw, an MBA 
student,“For me medical 

aren’t so important. As I age 

I will need more 
medical help.”

MehrzaadMogrelia, 

student, “In today’s 
world, one cannot 
predict what can 
happen and health of 
utmost importance. 
Hence, medical 

for every person, rich or poor. 
One must have a minimal 
medical cover, in case they fall 
victim to any serious injury or 
illness.”

medical practice? 

Karina Patel, a BMS student, 
“It is true that today many 
Parsis have a cosmopolitan 
approach to medical practices.
Although I have got a 
cosmopolitan approach as 
far as medical practice is 
concerned, I still consult Parsi 
doctors.”

SanayaDinshaw, a 
student of 
MBA, 
“ M y 
family 
doctor is 
Parsi. I go to her 
because she is good at 
her medical practice. 
Caste doesn’t matter 
as long as she is good 
at her work. But when it 
comes to hospitalization 
I would prefer going to 
Parsi General since it has a 
comforting bawa ambience 
to it.”

Meherzad Patel, adirector 
and writer at Silly Point 
Productions, “My dentist 
is a Hindu, my doctor is a 
Muslim. I don’t think going 
to a doctor has anything to 
do with religion or caste 
or community. You take it 
as it comes – tomorrow if 
my doctor is a Parsi it will 
be a coincidence – because 
I would go to him/her for 
their medical skills and not 

temple before entering their 
clinic or do their Kusti before 

a surgery.”

student, “Yes, I do go to our 
Parsi doctors as my family has 
great faith in those learned 
and experienced men.It is very 
important for us to patron our 
community doctors as they do 
deserve the patronage.”

Penaaz Damania, an advert-
ising student, “It is not that 
I do not trust cosmopolitan 
medical assistance, but 
when there are such brilliant 
and accessible doctors and 
institutions that are offered to 
the community it only seems 
daft to go to another doctor 
who you may or may not be 
comfortable with, unless he or 
she has been your physician 
since years or that you have 
been told to take a second 
opinion from that person.”

year-old student, 
“My family 

a l w a y s 
believes in the faith 
of Parsi doctors, 

but we also visit a 
cosmopolitan doctor if 

better. There are 
countless genius Parsi 
doctors who have made 
a remarkable progress 

experts and extremely 
talented. Therefore, they 

preference.”

Mehrzaad Mogrelia, a student, 
“For me, it is not necessary 
to go to only Parsi doctors 
or medical institutions. 
Although my family doctor 
is a Parsi, I do believe that the 
doctor should be the best in 

more cosmopolitan approach 
to medical practice rather than 
the old traditional outlook 
which says- ‘apunetoh Parsi 
doctor pasej javanu’.”

For Khushnum Yezdi Mistry,
writing is much more 
than the profession she 
has chosen, it is truly her 
passion. This Bawi is here 
to rock your world with her 
musical words and tuned 
in stories. You have been 
warned! Happy reading!

Health in todays day and age, the 
choices we make while choosing doctors 
and the problems we all face in the 
medical department. Parsi Times uses 
the proverbial stethescope to catch the 
pulse of the matter.
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Age 
Sex 
Other residents at the same address: 

Address 

Contact numbers 
Email addresses 

Feedback

Favourite section of the Parsi Times
Suggestions for the team 

Charity of choice (select) 
WZO Trust Funds
NBZA Agiary Fund 
Zoroastrian Trust Funds of India

Reason for choosing that particular Charity 

Amount of donation 
Details

CHARITIES WE LIKE

The New Bombay Zoroastrian 
Association Charitable Trust, 
is in the process of building 
an Agiary/Dadgah and a 
Community Hall, Charitable 
Dispensary, Old Age Home 
etc. at Navi Mumbai to meet 
the religious and Social needs 
of our ever growing Zarthosti 
community.

They have been allotted a plot 
by CIDCO of 850 sq. metres 
for the same. The total cost of 
the plot works out to Rs. 63 
lakhs (including Stamp Duty 
and registration). However, 
even if we extinguish all 
our investments and bank 
deposits, we will have with 

us Rs. 42 lakhs. Sharukh 
Mahiar Doctor, the President/
Managing Trustee of the Fund 
has contributed Rs. 20 lakhs 
plus, The Framji H. B. Settna 
Legacy Trust through the good 

has contributed Rs. 10 lakhs, 
The Sir Shapoorji Burjorji 
Broacha Charity Trust through 

Mehta has contributed Rs. 
1 lakh and the remaining 
has been contributed by the  
Zarthosti Residents of  Navi 
Mumbai as well as sundry 
Zarthosti Humdin from all 
over the world.

A fellow Humdin has 

assured them that he will 
construct the Agiary at his cost 
and manage and maintain the 
same provided we give his 
family name to the Agiary, 
which the Trust has agreed to 
do.

Today they fall short of Rs. 21 
lakhs which has to go toward 
paying for the plot. They also 
say mention that no amount of 
donation is too small.

Parsi Times would love to 
help them build this sanctuary 
of religion and comfort for the 
Community members with 
the help of your donations as 
well.

Dear Readers, 
Parsi Times has taken a ‘New Year Oath’ to reach out to the less 
privileged people within our Community. We would like to offer our 
readers an opportunity to help us support a cause with a voluntary 
donation.
The minimum amount for the ‘donation toward subscription’ is Rs.51/- 
This includes 50 regular issue and 2 special issues (One in March and 
one in August). (Larger donation amounts are welcome too.) This 
subscription is valid for issues from our issue dated 3rd September 2011 
to the last issue next August. 
This amount will be forwarded by us to  a charity of your choice from 
this list. 

1) WZO TRUST FUNDS  2) NBZA AGIARY FUND   3) ZTFI
If you do not tick off a choice we will place your ‘donation toward 
subscription’, with any one of the above, at our discretion. 

toward helping out in our Community where it is needed most.

a.Mail it to Parsi Times, 102, Vikas Building, 11 Bank Street, Mumbai 
400001

c.Wait for a Parsi Times Staff Member to visit your home (if you 
reside in heavy Community pockets and Baugs) and collect it over 

carry an authority letter and a Parsi Times receipt for you. 
3.The donations should be in cash or cheque favoring PARSI TIMES.
Please do help us with this initiative and help Parsi Times do more for our 
wonderful Community! 
Thank you 
PARSI TIMES TEAM  

The World Zoroastrian 
Organization Trust / WZO Trust 
Funds has, from its inception 
acted on behalf of and for 
the Zoroastrian Community 
worldwide.

The Fund holds multiple fund 
raising activities for relief efforts 
across the world and in India. 
Some of their international aid 
projects are the Pakistan Flood 
Relief Funds and the Sri Lanka 
and Thailand Tsunami Fund.

In India the WZO Trust Funds 
have spearheaded a movement 
to rehabilitate poor Zoroastrian 
farmers of South Gujarat since 
August 1990. WZO Trust Funds 
extend support to extricate the 
poor farmers from the mire of 
poverty and bring them back into 
the mainstream of society. This 
helps them create sustainable 
economic revenue streams. So 
far they have rehabilitates 419 
families in 176 villages of Gujarat, 
expending Rs.53,683,651 in the 

process.
Some of their projects in India 
have included: 
-

Providing decent residential 
facilities for poor farmers 
by converting their huts into 
cottages. Till end December 
2010, 136 huts of poor farmers 
have been replaced into 
cottages.

senior citizens at Navsari where 
55 elders spend the evening 
of their lives in a happy and 
vibrant atmosphere, residing in 
peace and tranquility free from 
stress and worry. 
The WZO Trust Funds uses the 

funds through donations to: 
- Provide relief from poverty to 

of illnesses and hospitalization.
- Financially support the pursuit 

of higher education
- Support elderly and Young 

Mobeds.
- Send the elderly and the 

recuperating from illness for 
holidays.

- Organize Annual Gambhars.

youth to taking up sports. 
- Motivate achievers in education 

by giving them awards.
WZO Trust Funds extend 

towards promoting ‘self 
employment’ (micro credit) 
projects.

So far just over 700 Zoroastrians 
have been supported in this 
venture between 1995 and 2010.

Parsi Times has received news that the Young Rathestars would not like contributions through the 
paper and so we would like to redirect our readers to the wonderful cause of the The New Bombay 
Zoroastrian Association Charitable Trust AGIARY Fund in our Donation Drive. 
All our readers who have already sent in cheques for the Young Rathestars, we apologize for the 
inconvenience and will be contacting you shortly to redirect the funds. We hope you understand.

The Zoroastrian Trust Funds of 
India was started in August 2009 
as an initiative to streamline the 
funds correctly and appropriately 
for the welfare of our Community. 
The organization is extremely 
active and some of the areas of 
their work include: 

1)Relief of the poor.

3)Medical relief.
4)Concessional or subsidized 

housing.
5)Amelioration, development 

and socio-economic 
emancipation of Parsi/Irani 
Zoroastrian Community.

6)Social Audit including 

and evaluation of charity 
projects.

Some of their projects have 
included:

Programme which gives doles 
to over 500 deserving people. 

2.Feed a Family which is 
currently feeding over 30 
families across Mumbai 

3.Youth camps and Pilgrimage 
Trip to Udvada 

The organization consists of a 
management committee, volun-
teers of all ages and the Trustees. 
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Noshir Daboo who is follow-
ing the footsteps of his 
illustrious father who was 
responsible of moulding the 
life of many youths, especially 
of the needy villages and rural 
Gujrat children. Discipline, 
hard work, honesty and 
ambition were the key notes 
of their lessons and today 
many of these grateful youths 

pay homage to 
this strict but 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g 
Principal. This 
is the legacy 
every parent 
and grandparent 
must leave to 
their children and 
grandchildren of 
our community and 
country. Noshir 
Daboo cheerfully 
mentions... I can 

hardly walk... I use a walker 
when necessary, but my 
mind is young and alert so 
I can write — ‘express my 
thoughts and deeds to make 
people aware of their religion. 
If any aged makes and effort 
and has a potential to learn 
something new, always 
remains young. Welcome 
life… not Death. Welcome 

old age, be calm, loving and 
giving. Understanding is the 
key to success....

Not preaching all the 
time. These are such traits 
which do not allow us to be 
old. Retirement can be an 
opening to new adventures 
and challenges, a new road 
to health and happiness, 
dream come true and a desire 
to live life to the full in spite 
of old age problems. Health 
problems which can be a 
beautiful tonic to spend in 
bed or in an easy chair and 
expect others to cater to your 
needs… Be up and about 
in despite of everything… 
dispute, misunderstanding, 
monitory problems and 
mostly the negligence and 
indifference of the next 
generation. Understand their 
problems… forget yours. 

When God is with you, who 
can be against you? You don’t 
be against anybody... see their 
good points only and accept 
their indifference. Believe 
that they love you but they 
have their own problems to 
solve, their own life to live.... 
Guilt complex, neglecting old 
senior citizens makes them 
aggressive sometimes. The 
world has changed and hard 
to live. Why not YOU laugh 
and the world will laugh with 
you. Weep and you weep 
alone. This sad old cash will 
borrow your mirth (I am sure 
your tiny grandchildren and 
children do) but elders have 
troubles of their own. May 
God be with you to guide your 
every footstep in sickness and 
in health, in joy and sorrow… 
Remember life is mostly froth 
and bubble.... Two things stand 

HOW CAN YOU REMAIN YOUNG... Contd. from Pg. No. 9

alone.... Kindness in another’s 
trouble. Courage in your own.
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Å¡f¡d„v$ 
bpm ê$õsd

bpm iplTpv$p ê$õsd“¡ dpsp fp¡v$pb¡“p v|$^ 
D‘fp„s v$i s„vy$fõs Npep¡“p v|$^“u S>ê$f ‘X$su. s¡ 
Mp¡fpL$ Mpsp¡ ’ep¡ Ðepf¡ ‘p„Q dpZkp¡ Mpe s¡V$gp 
“p“ A“¡ Np¡õs MpC S>sp¡.

ê$õsd ApW$ hfk“p¡ ’ep¡ Ðepf¡ s¡ ‘p¡sp“p b‘php 
S>lp„‘l¡ghp“ kpd¡khpf“p¡ ‘X$R>pep¡ S> v$uksp¡ 
lsp¡. s¡“p¡ JQp¡ A“¡ dS>b|s bp„^p¡ A“¡ DÃQ 
âL$pf“u ^pfv$pf by[Ý^ârscp L$ep“u sp¡Md“u 
spkuf ‘yfsu lsu. kpd¡khpf¡ Äepf¡ bÓuk gnZp 
b¡V$p“¡ â’d h¡mp Å¡ep¡ Ðepf¡ bp¡gu DW$ep!

Ap¡ dpfp bmhp“ tkl! Ap¡ dpfp v$g¡fhuf! sy„ 
MyiuMyfdu cep£ A“¡ gp„bp Apeyóe“p¡ ’S>¡! dpfp 
Tpg“p afT„v$! kfafpT byg„v$ b¿s“p b¡V$p! spfp 
S>¡hp¡ cX$huf AÐepf ky^udp„ L$p¡C S>Þçep¡ “’u. 
ê$õsd! sy„ L¡$V$gp¡ ê$‘pmp¡, bmhp“ bp„^p“p¡ A“¡ 
Myv$pC Mp¡f¡lcep£ R>¡! R>¡ S>Nsdp„ L$p¡C S>Þd¡gp¡ 
Aphp¡ Å¡X$uv$pf Å¡fphf! Myv$p‘pL$“p¡ dlpD‘L$pf R>¡ 
L¡$ dpfp Åg“¡ Ðep„ Aphy„ ê$‘pmy„ A“¡ cpÁeipmu 
afS>„v$ ‘pL$ey„! kpd¡khpf“p ky„v$f iåv$p¡ kp„cmu 
ê$õsd s¡ Ape®huf“¡ “çep¡ A“¡ bp¡ëep¡, Ap¡ dpfp 
dp“h„sp S>lp„‘l¡ghp“! sdp¡ Æh“cf Myi 
fl¡Å¡! lº„ sdpfp sp¡Mddp„, sdpfu byr“epv$’u S> 
S>Þçep¡ Ry>„. lº„ sp¡ kpd¡khpf“p¡ A¡L$ rk‘¡lkpgpf Ry>„, 
s¡’u Mphy„ ‘uhy„ Apfpd L$fhp d“¡ Ndsy„ “’u ‘Z 
d“¡ sp¡ Op¡X$p A“¡ Æ“, b¿sf A“¡ L$p¡gpl, suf 
A“¡ suf„v$pTudp„ S> fk R>¡. Myv$pspgp“¡ dpfu b„v$Nu 
R>¡ L¡$ S>¡V$gp¡ dpfp¡ A“¡ Ap‘“p¡ Ql¡fp¡ A¡L$kfMp¡ R>¡. 
s¡V$gu S> Ap‘“u i¡fdv$}-S>hp„dv$} ‘Z dpfpdp„ 
lp¡e! A„s¡ s¡ Ape®huf¡ Ape®‘yÓ“¡ R>psuA¡ v$pbu 
l¡sh„sp Npgp¡ ‘f Nygpbu Qy„b“p¡ L$ep®.

A¡L$ kp¡“¡fu kp„S>¡ Åg“p dl¡gdp„ iplTpv$p¡ ê$õsd 
A“¡ s¡“p rdÓp¡ bugp¡fu Åddp„ Ap“„v$’u ifpb“y„ 
k¡h“ L$fu füp lsp. fpÓu ‘X$u Ðepf¡ ê$õsd¡ rdÓp¡“¡  
c¡V$kp¡Npv$ Ap‘u rhv$pe L$ep®. fpÓu“y„ cp¡S>“ L$fu 
ê$õsd ‘Z JOu  Nep¡. s¡V$gpdp„ il¡fdp„ lplpL$pf 
dQu Nep¡. ApM„y il¡f sp¡ap“ A“¡ ^dpQL$X$u’u 
lQdQu DW$ey„. Åg¡S>f“p lp’uMp“pdp„’u dv$dõs 
ka¡v$ lp’u sp¡ap“¡ QY$ep¡ lsp¡. fõspdp„ S>¡ AX$aV$dp„ 
Aph¡ s¡“¡ dpfu “p„Mu s¡ lp’uA¡ L$pmp¡ L¡$f hsp®ìep¡.

ipludl¡gdp„ ‘Z lgQg dQu NC, Ap’u ê$õsd 
ÅNu Nep¡. s¡Z¡ lp’u“p sp¡ap““u hps ÅZu Ðepf¡ 
‘p¡sp“p b‘php kpd¡khpf“p¡ dp“usp¡ NyfT lp’dp„ 
gC“¡ fpS>dl¡g“u blpf v$p¡X$ep¡. rk‘pCAp¡, 
kfv$pfp¡A¡ s¡“¡ AV$L$pìep¡ L¡$ Ap A„^pfpdp„ rhaf¡gp¡ 
Np„X$p¡ lp’u sdp¡“¡ L$QX$u “pMi¡ Ap kp„cmu“¡ sp¡ 
iplTpv$pA¡ DíL¡$fpC“¡ fpS>dl¡g“p kp„L$m“p b„^p¡ 
sp¡X$u “p„¿ep A“¡ TV$‘V$ blpf “uL$þep¡.

il¡f“u dÝedp„ Äep„ Np„X$p¡ lp’u sp¡ap“¡ QX$ép¡ 
lsp¡ Ðep„ ‘yóL$m ip¡fbL$p¡f ’sp¡ lsp¡. ê$õsd s¡ 
sfa v$p¡X$ep¡. gX$peL$ hufp¡ ‘Z s¡ lp’u“¡ Å¡C 
Ncfpsp lsp. ê$õsd lp’u kpd¡ Nep¡ A“¡ s¡“y„ 
Ýep“ M¢Qhp Å¡f’u byd ‘pX$u! s¡ S>„Ngu lp’uA¡ 
ê$õsd“¡ Å¡ep¡ A“¡ Np„X$p T“|“’u JQu k|„Y$ L$fu“¡ 
s¡“u sfa ^õep¡. A„^pfpdp„ ê$õsd lp’u“¡ bfpbf 
Å¡C iL$ep¡ “tl, A¡V$g¡ s¡ ‘pR>m lW$ep¡. buÆhpf 
lp’uA¡ lºdgp¡ L$fsp kdekf s¡ bpmhuf¡ NyfT s¡ 
lp’u“p dõsL$dp„ Å¡f’u aV$L$pep£, NyfT“p A¡L$ S> 
aV$L$p’u lp’u ^|m QpV$sp¡ ’C Nep¡, gp¡L$p¡“¡ Æhdp„ 
Æh Apìep¡. ê$õsd sp¡ ÅZ¡ L$p„C S> “ bÞey„ lp¡e 
s¡d fpS>dl¡gdp„ Aphu r“fp„s¡ KOu Nep¡.

khpf¡ Åg¡S>f¡ Ap hps ÅZu Ðepf¡ ‘p¡sp“p 
dp“usp lp’u“p d©Ðey“p kdpQpf¡ vy$:Mu ’ep. ‘f„sy 
‘p¡sp“p af„Tv$“u i¡fdv$}“u hps kp„cmu fpÆ“p 
f¡X$ ’C Nep. ê$õsd ‘„v$f¡L$ hj®“p¡ ’ep¡. Ðepf¡ r‘sp 
Åg¡ L$üy„, b¡V$p iyfps“, dv$p®“Nu A“¡ byg„v$udp„ 
spfu bfpbf L$p¡C bpmL$ ‘¡v$p ’ey„ “’u. spfp huf 
b‘php kpd¡khpf A“¡ s¡d“p r‘sp huf “fudp“ 
‘Z v$T¡ k¡‘„v$“p¡ qL$‰p¡ Æsu iL¡$gp “tl. qL$‰p“p 
gp¡L$p¡ Ap‘Zp rhfp¡^u R>¡. A¡ qL$‰pdp„ ‘yóL$m 
Apbpv$u R>¡, s¡’u Ðep„“p gp¡L$p¡ qL$‰p¡ Mp¡gspS> “’u. 
huf “fudp““¡ ‘Z v$Np’u Ðep„ dpfu “p„Mhpdp„ 
Apìep lsp. A¡ qL$‰p¡ sy„ Æsu g¡, sp¡ õhN®dp„ spfp 
b‘php“p bp‘“¡ ip„rs dmi¡!

Qy“„v$p k¥r“L$p¡“¡ gC ê$õsd Ðep„ Nep¡. v$T¡ 
k¡‘„v$“p¡ AS>¡e qL$‰p¡ ÆÐep¡. L$fp¡X$p¡“p lufp dpZ¡L$, 
dp¡su, kp¡“y„ ê$‘y„ qL$‰pdp„’u d¡mìey„, eyhp“ ê$õsd 
AS>¡e qL$‰p¡ Æsu“¡ Apìep Ðepf¡ r‘sp Åg 
‘yóL$m Myi ’ep. dpsp fp¡v$pb¡“u Ap„Mp¡dp„ ‘p¡sp“p 
‘yÓ“p ‘fp¾$d’u My$ipgu“p Ap„ky Apìep, hep¡h©Ý^ 
kpd¡khpf¡ h^pC dp¡L$gu. ipl du“p¡Ql¡f d“p¡d“ 
dyõL$fpep.

- ê$ku a. b¡kp“uep
(ipl“pdp“p„ ky„v$f âL$fZp¡dp„’u)

sd¡ Apr’®L$ fus¡ sdpfu NZsfu âdpZ¡ 

kamsp d¡mhip¡. v$gpgu L$rdi“’u 

gpc ’i¡. rdÓhsy®m dp¡Vy„$ li¡. A¡dp„ sd¡ 

gp¡L$râesp d¡mhip¡. sdpfu duW$u hpZu“¡ 

gu^¡ rhê$Ý^ Års“u ìe[¼sAp¡ ApL$rj®s ’i¡. 

dl¡dp“Nrs kpfu fus¡ L$fu iL$ip¡. â¡dk„b„^p¡dp„ 

r“¡óamsp dm¡. L$X$hp A“ychp¡’u sdpê„$ OX$sf ’i¡. 

sd¡ by[Ý^ipmu [õ’rs“p¡ A„v$pS> L$p¡C‘Z ìe[¼s d¡mhu 

iL$i¡ “l]. L$mp, kprlÐe, rQÓL$mp, rië‘L$mp L¡$ Arc“eL$mp“p 

n¡Ó’u “pd A“¡ v$pd dmi¡ A’hp A¡ n¡Ó“y„ ApL$j®Z ’i¡. ipfuqfL$ fus¡ v$p„s-Nmp L¡$ dp’p“p¡ 

vy$Mphp¡ hN¡f¡“u aqfepv$ ’i¡.

iyc f„N: gugp¡ L¡$ kp¡“¡fu, iyc “„N: A„bf L¡$ ‘p¡MfpS>

Ap hjp£dp„ L$p¡C‘Z epv$Npf b“ph b“u fl¡i¡. 6, 15, 24, 33, 42, 51, 60, 69.

- “y‘yf

Å¡ sdpfp¡ S>Þd ApμL$V$p¡bf“u 15 spfuM¡ 
’ep¡ lp¡e sp¡..

dpf¡ dpfp d““u Ny„QhZ“p¡ 
D‘pe L$p¡C“¡ ‘|R>hp¡ “’u. d¡X$uV¡$i“ 
‘R>u, DL¡$g dpV¡$ lº„ dpfp A„s:L$fZ 
“¡ S> (õ‘¡Þsp ApfdCsu - cgu 
d“i“u)“¡ Y„$Y$p¡mu fplbfu d¡mhhp 
dp„Ny Ry>„. “p[õsL$“p Od„X$u Op¢OpV$’u 
d“ AL$mpe R>¡. d“¡ sp¡ fps A“¡ 
qv$“ OV$ OV$d¢ le fpd! luQ QuT 
r“õs dNf eTv$p“ A¡V$g¡ fS>¡ 
fS>dp„ fl¡gp AlºfdTv$“u ‘|fu 
MpÓu R>¡. ‘Z ‘X$L$pf “p[õsL$p¡“u 
A“¡L$“p„ eL$u““¡ X$p¡gphu d|L¡$ R>¡. Ap 
hpZu R>¡ A¡L$ eL$u“v$pf“u

Myv$p“u MpÓu
1) A¡L$ k„s“¡ ‘Z A¡L$ h„W¡$g Al„L$pfu eyhp“¡ 

‘|R>ey„: d“¡ Myv$p S>Zpsp “’u. b^u hpsp¡ b“phu 
L$pY$p¡ s¡ Nm¡ Dsfsu “’u. Myv$p R>¡ A¡“u MpÓu 
iu fus¡ ’pe? k„s¡ Ap„Mp¡ thQu ‘R>u ^X$pL$ v$¡sp¡ 
sdpQp¡ gNphu v$C lõep. eyhp“¡ QdQdpV$’u 
aqfepv$ L$fu.

A“ych“u bpbv$
k„s¡ kpd¡ khpg L$ep£: s“¡ vy$Mphp¡ R>¡ A¡ d“¡ 

S>Zpsp¡ “’u. L¡$d dp“y„? vy$:Mphp¡ cg¡ “S>f¡ “p 
S>Zpe ‘Z A“ych¡ s¡ S> ÅZ¡. lp. A¡d S> 
Myv$p R>¡, A“ych“u S> bpbv$ R>¡. k„s¡ kdS> 
Ap‘u. eyhp“ rhQpfsp¡ ’C Nep¡.

AÖíe R>sp„ l[õs
2) dlpie! ApS>¡ rhop““p¡ S>dp“p¡ R>¡. V$uhu 

‘f Myv$p L¡$d Ål¡f ’sp “’u? f¡qX$ep¡ ‘f A¡d“p¡ 
kpv$ L¡$d k„cmpsp¡ “’u? k„s¡ L$üy„ lhp “S>f¡ 
v$¡Mpe R>¡? “lu. R>sp„ A¡ âpZhpey S> ÆhpX$sp¡ 
“’u? f¡qX$ep¡, V$u.hu. A¡nf¡ rhN¡f¡“p„ qL$fZp¡ 

Ap‘Zu Apk‘pk R>¡ S> V$e|“ L$fpe sp¡ S>Zpe. 
AÏi[¼s, gp¡lQy„bL$“y„ M¢QpZ, huS>mu“u i[¼s 
S>Zpsu “’u. ‘Z A“ychpe R>¡ Mfu. V$e|t“N 
S>ê$fu R>¡. eyhp“¡ lpf L$b|gu k„s“¡ “d“ L$ey¯.

S>f’y”“u ‘|R>‘fR>:
1) S>f’p¡õsu ^d®dp„ Díshv$ Np’pdp„ M|v$ “bu 

S>f’y” v$pv$pf AlºfdTv$“¡ L¡$V$gpL$ khpg ‘|R>¡ R>¡. 
Qp¡d¡f a¡gpe¡gu k©rô$“p¡ L$p¡Z R>¡ rQÓL$pf L$p¡Z R>¡ 
Åvy$Nf? Apk‘pk “S>f L$f. kfp¡i kyQh¡ R>¡. 
Díshv$ Np’p“p¡ 44dp¡ lp L$pìe“u Örô$A¡ kp¥’u 
î¡ô$ R>¡.

Alºfp“p ApiL$ sfuL¡$, “bu S>f’y” A“¡ 
L$khpgp¡ ‘|R>¡ R>¡. A¡d“p eL$u“v$pf kpNuv$p£“¡ A¡“p 
S>hpb rhQpfhp kyQ“p L$f¡ R>¡. ApfdCsu dpfas 
kpQp S>hpb dmu iL¡$ A¡ k|Q“p ANÐe“u R>¡. 
L$pfZ S>hpb Ål¡f “’u. hukdp„ aL$fp rkhpe 
v$f¡L$ aL$fpdp„ s“¡ lº„ ‘|R>„y, Ae Alºfp! sy„ d“¡ kpQu 
lL$uL$s L$l¡ A¡d Qpgy khpg L$f¡ R>¡. (¾$di)

- “p¡iuf v$pby (â¡fZp âL$pidp„’u)
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Deceased
df“pf

Age
D.h.

Date
spfuM

Address
f. W¡$.

Relations
kNpCAp¡

Hilla  Piloo  Motiwalla  
rl‰p ‘ugy dp¡suhpgp

83
83

07-10-2011
fp¡S> afhfv$u“$, dpl 
Av$}bl¡õs 1381

Dhobitalao, Mumbai 400002.
L$p‘X$uep lpDk, 81, V²$u“uV$u õV²$uV$, ^p¡bu sgph, 
dy„bC 2.

dpspr‘sp: iufu“bpC s’p S>di¡v$Æ cp^p, ^Zu: ‘ugy lp¡fdkÆ dp¡suhpgp, v$uL$fu 
v$u“pT Tfuf cê$Qp, cpCbl¡“p¡: dp“¡L$ cp^p, bfÅ¡f cp^p, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: ‘fuTpv$ Tfuf 
cê$Qp, S>dpC: Tfuf lp¡du cê$Qp, kkfp: lp¡fdkÆ dp¡suhpgp

Parvez Jamshedji 
Bhathena
‘fh¡T S>di¡v$Æ cpW¡$“p

69
69

07-10-2011
fp¡S> bl¡fpd, dpl 
Av$}bl¡õs 1381

Bandra (West), Mumbai 400050.
i¡W$ S>di¡v$Æ spsp rb[ëX„$N, spsp ågp¡L$k, ê$d 
“„. 2, N°pDÞX$ agp¡f, bpÞÖp (h¡), dy„bC 50.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd r‘fp¡Å, dflºd S>di¡v$Æ cpW¡$“p, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd ‘¡ku, kp¡gu, 
Apbp“, Ly$du.

Jehangir Bahadurji Zaveri
S>lp„Nuf blpvy$fÆ cpW¡$“p

72
72

08-10-2011
fp¡S> fpd, dpl 
Av$}bl¡õs 1381

Byculla, Mumbai 400027.
bu/1/2 ê$õsd bpN, k„s kphsp dpN®, 
cpeMgp, dy„bC 27.

dpspr‘sp: v$p¡kpdpe s’p blpvy$fÆ A¡. Th¡fu, ^ZuepZu: Tfu“ S>lp„Nuf Th¡fu, 
cpCbl¡“p¡: s¡dyg fp¡X$p, dflºd “p¡iuf, dflºd Åg, dflººd du“y, dflºd Nygy, dflºd 
lp¡du, dflºd ä¡“u, kpkykkfp: dflºd il¡fp, dflºd kp¡fpb vy$bpi

Gool  Dara  Nakra
Nyg v$pfp “pL$fp

71
71

09-10-2011
fp¡S> Np¡hpv$, dpl 
Av$}bl¡õs 1381

Dadar , Mumbai 400014.
685, k¡çeyAg A‘pV®$d¡ÞV$k, Mf¡OpV$ fp¡X$, 
‘pfku L$p¡gp¡“u, v$pv$f, dy„bC 14.

dpspr‘sp: ä¡“u s’p dflºd Åg “hfp¡Æ Mfpk, ^Zu: dflºd v$pfp A¡k. “pL$fp, v$uL$fp 
v$uL$fu: bp¡d“ X$u.  “pL$fp, ‘fhu“ X$u. “pL$fp, L¡$V$pey“, ‘fku cê$Qp, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd 
Av$u Åg Mfpk, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: v$¡fuip bp¡d“ “pL$fp, dui¡g bp¡d“ “pL$fp, fep¡d„v$ ‘fku 
cê$Qp, hlº S>dpC: S>¡“¡guep bp¡d“ “pL$fp, ‘fku dl¡f cê$Qp, kpky kkfp: dflºd 
kp¡fpbÆ A¡v$gÆ “pL$fp, dflºd “fNuk kp¡fpbÆ “pL$fp.

Sarosh Firoz Paghdiwalla
kfp¡i qafp¡T ‘pOX$uhpgp

51
51

10-10-2011
fp¡S> v$A¡‘v$u“$, dpl 
Av$}bl¡õs 1381

Fort, Mumbai 400001.
i¡fu lpDk, 4’¡ dpm¡, ag¡V$ “„. 23, L$phkÆ 
‘V¡$g õV²$uV$, ap¡V®$,  dy„bC 1.

dpspr‘sp: “e“p s’p qafp¡T bfÅ¡f ‘pOX$uhpgp, ̂ ZuepZu: ApfdCsu kfp¡i ‘pOX$uhpgp, 
v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: ‘u“pT kfp¡i ‘pOX$uhpgp, S>¡lp“ kfp¡i ‘pOX$uhpgp.

Dinoo Noshir Sethna
v$u“y “p¡iuf k¡W$“p

60
60

11-10-2011
fp¡S> v$u“$$, dpl 
Av$}bl¡õs 1381

Grant Road, Mumbai-400007
4, L$gp¡hf, 4’¡ dpm¡, õg¡V$f fp¡X$, N°pÞV$ fp¡X$, 
dy„bC 7.

dpspr‘sp: Mp¡fi¡v$ s’p Åg Np„^u, ^Zu: “p¡iuf k¡W$“p. v$uL$fu: Myi“yd, kpkykkfp: 
ky“pdpe s’p d„Q¡fip v$pv$pcpC k¡W$“p.

Dadi Spitman Parakh
v$pv$u õ‘usdp“ ‘pf¡M

75
75

27-09-2011
fp¡S> Aphp„$$, dpl 
Av$}bl¡õs 1381

Gamdevi, Mumbai 400007.
A¡ÞL$f¡S>, 7, hpÃR>pNp„^u fp¡X$, Npdv$¡hu, 
dy„bC 7.

dpspr‘sp: Nyguõsp“ s’p õ‘usdp“ ‘pfM, cpC: bQy õ‘usdp“ ‘pfM.

Benaifer Soli Master
bu“peaf kp¡gu dpõsf

72
72

13-10-2011
fp¡S> Aiuih„O$$, dpl 
Av$}bl¡õs 1381

Off Napeansea Road, 
Mumbai 400036.
bu-29, Np¡v$f¡S> bpN, Ap¡aa “¡‘ueÞku fp¡X$, 
dy„bC 36.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd dl¡fbpC s’p dflºd v$pfpip bp‘yÆ ¾$p¡aX®$, ^Zu: dflºd kp¡gu ê$õsdÆ 
dpõsf, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: ‘ufp“, su“pT, hufp, kpkykkfp: dflºd S>fbp“y s’p ê$õsd 
dpõsf.

Rusi Burjor Patell
ê$ku bfÅ¡f ‘V¡$g

73
73

12-10-2011
fp¡S> Aiuih„O$$$$, dpl 
Av$}bl¡õs 1381

Marine Drive, Mumbai 400020.
ky“p dlpg, 4’¡ dpm¡, dfu“ X²$pCh, dy„bC 20.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd S>ey s’p dflºd bfÅ¡f ‘V¡$g, ̂ ZuepZu: X$p¡. dlpê$M ‘V¡$g, cpCbl¡“p¡: 
Av$u bfÅ¡f ‘V¡$g, ^“ b¿sphf g¡ÞV$u“, kpkykkfp: dflºd Mp¡fi¡v$ s’p dflºd i¡fuepfu 
v$pê$hpgp.

Behroze Jehangirji Mistry
s¡ldyfõ‘ “pv$ufip Ahpkuep

49
49

13-10-2011
fp¡S> Apispv$$$, dpl 
Av$}bl¡õs 1381

Dhobi Talao, Mumbai 400002.
463, L¡$fphpgp v$pê$hpgp rb[ëX„$N, 1g¡ dpm¡, 
Qufp bÅf, ^p¡busgph, dy„bC 2.

dpspr‘sp: S>ê$ s’p S>lp„NufÆ afpdÆ du”u, cpC: dflºd Apv$ug S>¡. du”u.

A¡L$ “S>f ‘pfku dfZp¡ D‘f

(Nep A„L$’u Qpgy)
Ap‘Zp¡ S>f’p¡õsu ^d® ‘Z D‘f L$l¡gp v$f¡L$ 

M|buh„s NyZp¡“u kpnu Ap‘¡ R>¡ A“¡ buÅ c¡v$p¡ 
‘Z Mp¡g¡ R>¡. Ap‘Zp dNS>dp„ A¡L$ A¡hu du“p¡C 
i[¼s hk¡gu R>¡, S>¡ Ap‘Zu S>Þdp¡S>Þd“u ÅZ¡ 
‘|„Æ R>¡. kfp¡i-eTv$ s¡“u fnp L$f¡ R>¡. S>¡“¡ ‘„S>¡ 
TfkuL$i¡ bps¡“ L$l¡ R>¡. Apbps¡“ = Nyá sÐhdp„ 
Ap‘Zp ApNgp S>Þdp¡“u cgpC kQhpe¡gu R>¡. 

Ap‘Zu k„b„^“p Ap‘Zp ^d®“p bp‘p¡ Ap sÐh 
‘f ‘p¡sp“u iyc Nrs dp¡L$g¡ R>¡. s¡’u dNS> ^pf¡ 
sp¡ OZp¡ kpfp¡ r“Z®e gC iL¡$ R>¡. Ap‘Zu CÞÖuep¡ 
kpfp„ A“¡ iyc L$pdp¡dp„ S> ‘gp¡V$u iL¡$ R>¡. ‘Z 
Aakp¡k, Ap S> dNS>dp„ L„$CL$ S>X$sp ‘Z flu R>¡, 
S>X$ A“pkfp¡“u Nrs, L„$CL$ byfpC“y„ sÐh füy„ R>¡ 
S>¡ ‘¡gp DÑd NyZp¡“¡ Y$p„L$u v$¡ R>¡. dNS> vy$r“epv$pfu 
âdpZ¡ Qpg¡ R>¡. Ap‘Z¡ ’p¡X$u A“urs, ’p¡Xy„$ L$‘V$               

Ap Mfpbu Ap L$pfZ¡ A‘“phu gCA¡ 
R>uA¡. dNS> â¡L$V$uL$g a¢kgp¡ Ap‘u 
v$¡ R>¡ s¡ dyS>b Ap‘Zu ‘p„Q dpl¡f 
CÞÖuAp¡ L$pd L$f¡ R>¡. CÞÖuAp¡ sp¡ “p¡L$f 
R>¡, fpÅ S>¡d L$l¡= dNS> S>¡d L$fph¡ 
s¡ S> L$f¡ R>¡. Ðepf¡ A¡d R>¡ L¡$ ifufdp„ 
fpÅ S>¡hy„ Ap qv$dpN r“Z®e g¡hpdp„ 
OZuhpf c|g L$fu b¡k¡ R>¡. “l] L$fphhp 
ep¡Áe L$pdp¡ Ap ifuf ‘pk¡ L$fph¡ R>¡, 
A¡“u bps¡“=Nyá i[¼s S> ÅZ¡ Y„$L$pC 
Åe R>¡. “pL$-Lp“ hpõ“pdp„ Åe R>¡, 
Æc AkÐe bp¡gu b¡k¡ R>¡, A“¡ 

A¡hy„ S> buÅ b^p„ A„Np¡“y R>¡. Ap b^u C[ÞÖep¡ 
cp“c|gu Ar“sudp„ kp’-klL$pf Ap‘¡ R>¡.

lh¡ Ap sbL$L¡$ Ap‘Z¡ qv$g“¡ Ap¡mMuiy„.
Ap b^y„ ’pe R>¡ Ðepf¡ - s¡ S> hMs¡ qv$gdp„’u A¡L$ 

lº„L$pfp¡ Aph¡ R>¡. qv$g“y„ õ’p“ S> s¡ R>¡ Äep„’u Ap‘Z¡ 
lº„ bp¡guA¡ R>uA¡. ÅZ¡ Ðep„’u Ap‘Z“¡ L$p¡CL$ V$p¡L¡$ 
R>¡, AV$L$ph¡ R>¡, ’p¡cu S>hp L$l¡ R>¡. L$p¡CL$hpf Ap‘Zu 
CÞÖuAp¡-Ap‘Zp lp’ ‘N qv$dpN“p¡ Apv$¡i “l] 
dp“u ’p¡cu ‘Z Åe R>¡. ‘f„sy qv$dpNdp„ fl¡gu 
Mfpb v$gugp¡ L$fhp gpN¡ R>¡ L¡$ dpê„$ L$l¡hy„ S> kpQy„ 
R>¡. Apd Ap‘Z¡ Ny„QhpC S>CA¡ R>uA¡. dNS>“u 
QpgpL$u ApNm Ap‘Zu CÞÖuep¡ rhhi ’C Åe R>¡. 
“ Å¡hp“y„ Å¡hpe R>¡, “ bp¡ghp“y„ bp¡gpe R>¡, Apd 
“l] L$fhp“p A“¡L$ L$pdp¡ Ap‘Z¡ L$fuA¡ R>uA¡ A“¡ 
s¡“y„ cp“ ‘Z fpMsp„ “’u.

lh¡ Ap‘Zp qv$gdp„ L$C MybuAp¡ flu R>¡ s¡ Ap‘Z¡ 
Å¡CA¡- qv$gdp„ sp¡ kpnps v$pv$pf AlºfdTv$“u 
rQ“Npfu S>¡hu ährj b¡W$u R>¡. Ap‘Ï„ qv$g s¡ 
fhp“-bAp¡^p„N-ährj S>¡hp “l] v$¡Mpsp du“p¡C 
A„ip¡“u b¡W$L$ R>¡. s¡dp„ fhp“ sp¡ b„v$dp„ R>¡, s¡ ÅN©s 
“’u ‘f„sy bAp¡^p„N“p¡ âL$pi CÞkp““¡ kv$by[Ý^ 
“¡ CÞkpr“es bsphsp¡ fl¡ R>¡. hmu “p“u ‘Z 
v$pv$pf“u S> rQ“Npfu ährj Ap‘Zpdp„ hku R>¡ s¡’u 

Mp¡Vy„$ ’pe sp¡ qv$g M|b X„$Mu iL¡$ R>¡. kpfp„ dpZkp¡dp„ 
Ap X„$M h^pf¡ Å¡fv$pf lp¡e R>¡. s¡  A„sf“p X„$M“p 
gu^¡ dpZk ‘õsphp¡ L$f¡ R>¡ A“¡ fp[õs“u fpl¡ hm¡ 
R>¡, c|g ky^pf¡ R>¡. Apd Ap‘Ï„ qv$g v$pv$pf-hk¡gy„ 
R>¡. Alº-v$A¡“p-“¡ bAp¡v$“y„ Ap fl¡W$pZ R>¡. Ap‘Z¡ 
ApNm Å¡C Nep„ s¡ dyS>b Ap‘Zp„ qv$dpN ‘f S>¡ 
iyc NrsAp¡ Dsf¡ R>¡ s¡ R>¡hV¡$ Ap‘Zp qv$gdp„ S> 
kdpe R>¡, L$pfZ dNS> A¡“p dpV¡$ ep¡Áe fl¡W$pZ 
“’u. X$p¡L$V$f kpl¡b äpdfp¡T Qu“uhpgp“p iåv$p¡ 
hp‘fuA¡ sp¡ Ap‘Ï„ qv$g sp¡ Mp¡f¡l“u-MpZ R>¡! 
Mp¡f¡l A¡V$g¡ du“p¡C âL$pi.A¡ Mp¡f¡l“p¡ âL$pi A¡hp¡ 
R>¡ L¡$ ApMp s“dp„ afu hmu“¡ s““u MfpbuAp¡ 
“pbyv$ L$fu iL¡$ R>¡. s¡’u S> Ap‘Z¡ cÎe¡ R>uA¡. 
AûpC fA¡ò Mf¡“kQ, AûpC sÞhp¡ Öhsps¡d-
A¡V$g¡ L¡$ Mp¡f¡l dpfp„ s“dp„ a¡gpC Åh, Mfpbu“¡ 
lp„L$u“¡ s““¡, âL$pidp“ L$fp¡. Apd Mp¡f¡l-v$pv$pf“p¡ 
sfa“p¡ du“p¡C âL$pi L„$C OZp¡ v|$f “’u, Ap‘Zp„ 
qv$gdp„ S> sp¡ s¡ hk¡gp¡ R>¡. Aakp¡k! 100 dZ“p¡ 
v$uhp¡ bm¡ R>¡, A“¡ Ap‘Zp„ s“dp„ sp¡ A„^pê„$ S> R>¡. 
gpMdp„ A¡L$ dp“h s¡ ‘fd âL$pi d¡mhu iL¡$ R>¡. 
(h^y Aphsp A„L¡$)

-dlpê$M af¡vy$“ AX$pS>Îep (fpl¡ fpõsu 3)

‘pfku dfZ
dfTbp“ A¡fQ bpV$guhpgp s¡ dflºd L¡$V$u“p Mpthv$ s¡ 

dflºdp¡ Af“phpT s’p A¡fQ bpV$guhpgp“p v$uL$fp s¡ dflºdp¡ 
Apgp„dpe s’p S>lp„NufÆ L$fpC“p S>dpC s¡ epõdu“ afp¡M 
v$¡by s’p dflºd ‘fkuk“p cpC s¡ afp¡M“p kpgp s’p 
ê$Tb¡l afp¡M v$¡by“p dpdp s¡ L$phk L$fpC s’p dl¡ê$ My$iê$ 
A¡[ÞS>r“ef s’p dflºdp¡ L¡$L$u, bp¡du, v$u“ipl, bÆ, ‘¡fu“, 
ä¡“u, Mp¡fi¡v$“p b“¡hu. D.h. 67. fp¡S> Np¡hpv$, dlp Av$}
bl¡õs 1381 9-10-11“¡ qv$“¡ NyS>ep® R>¡. f.W¡$. rhóÏ 
rhgp, 516, A¡.Apf.‘u. dkp“u fp¡X$, dpVy„$Np, dy„bC 19.



ey.‘u.“p A¡L$ NpdX$p“p A¡L$ ÅNufv$pf NyS>f 
‘pçep Ðepf¡ hX$p v$uL$fp A¡ldv$ A“¡ “p“p v$uL$fp 
L$‰y“¡ lõsL$ ÅNuf ’C. bß¡ ‘fZ¡gp lsp. 
’p¡X$pL$ dlu“p s¡Ap¡“p¡ k„kpf kpfu fus¡ Qpëep¡, 
‘Z ‘R>u’u bß¡“u ”uAp¡A¡ Ofdp„ A¡hp¡ sp¡ 
L„$L$pk S>NpX$ép¡ L¡$ Mphy„ ‘uhy„ ‘Z b¡D cpCAp¡“¡ 
lfpd ’C ‘X$éy„. A„s¡ hX$pcpC A¡ldv$¡ L$üy„, 
L$‰y! Ap‘Zu bpeX$uAp¡ Ap‘Z“¡ kyM¡ Æhhp 
v$¡su “’u. dpV¡$ Qpg Ap‘Z¡ Sy>vy$ Ofbpf 
dp„X$uA¡. b¡D cpCAp¡A¡ ÅNuf kfM¡ rlõk¡ 
hl¢Qu gu^u A“¡ Sy>vy$„ L$pdL$pS> Qgphhp gpÁep.

dp¡V$p¡ cpC AL$L$gd„v$ lsp¡ dpV¡$ A¡“u rdgL$s 
MybS> h^u NC A“¡ s¡ ^“h„s ’C Nep¡, ‘Z 
“p“p¡ cpC L$‰y DX$pD “uL$þep¡, S>¡’u ’p¡X$pL$ 
hfkp¡dp„ S> A¡“u rdgL$s a“p  ’C NC A“¡ 

Mphp ‘uhp“p ‘Z hp„^p ’C ‘X$ep. Ðepf¡ A¡L$ 
qv$hk L$‰y cpcu“u ‘pk¡ Apìep¡ (cpC L$pd¡ 
Nep¡ lsp¡) A“¡ b¡ ê$r‘ep“u dpNZu L$fu. ‘Z 
cpcuÆ sp¡ R>R>Zu ‘X$ep A“¡ L$‰y“¡ lÅf 
k„cmphhp gpÁep. L$‰yA¡ Å¡ey„ L¡$ Ap ‘pZuA¡ 
L$p„C hpg QX¡$ “l], s¡’u A¡Z¡ sp¡ Ofdp„ Np¡m“u 
A¡L$ dp¡V$u QpL$u ‘X¡$gu lsu s¡ JQL$u“¡ Qpghp 
dp„X$éy„.

kp„S>“p A¡ldv$ Äepf¡ O¡f Apìep¡ Ðepf¡ s¡“u 
”uA¡ L$‰y“u Myb aqfepv$ L$fu,  Ðepf¡ A¡ldv$¡ 
L$üy„ L¡$, Af¡ S>hpv$¡, dpfp¡ cpC S> gC Nep¡ L¡$ 
L$p¡C buSy>„? buÆ h¡mpe¡ L$‰ycpC ‘pR>p ‘^pep® 
A“¡ A¡L$ NyZudp„ ÓZ Qpf dZ Sy>hpf lsu 
s¡ dp’¡ QY$phu“¡ Qgpsp ’C Nep! afu ‘pR>u 
aqfepv$ ’C ‘Z cpCA¡ L$p„C v$pv$ Ap‘u “l]. 
ÓuÆ h¡mpA¡ L$‰y i¡W$“u “S>f A¡L$ Ou’u cf¡gp 
dp¡V$p OX$p D‘f NC! s¡ ‘Z JQL$u“¡ Qpgsp 
’ep, Ðepf¡ A¡ldv$“u ”uA¡ fps“p blº S> 
sp¡ap“ L$u^y„. S>¡’u L„$V$pmu“¡ A¡ldv$¡ ‘„Qpesdp„ 
aqfepv$ L$u^u.

‘„Qpes S>dp ’C, S>¡dp„ Npd“p ‘V¡$g 
A“¡ Qp¥^fu ‘Z lsp. L$‰ycpC ‘Z Opk 
L$p‘hp“y„ A¡L$ L$p¡Cs„y gC“¡ Aphu ‘yÁep ‘V¡$g¡ 
A“¡ Qp¥^fuA¡ L$‰y“¡ M|b v$pV$u L$u^u, L¡$d f¡ sy„ 
A¡hy„ Qp¡f gy„V$pê$“y„ L$pd L¡$d L$f¡ R>¡? syd¡fu Ås 
L¡$ ‘V¡$g Ap¡f Qp¥^fu L$u Aeku seku, L$‰y 
DMþep¡, d“¡ L$lp¡ L¡$ sdpf¡ v$fhpS>¡  lº„ L$v$u ‘Z 
L$p„C dp„Nhp Apìep¡ Ry>„? dpfp cpC“p¡ dpg lsp¡ 
A“¡ s¡ DQL$u Nep¡. ‘V¡$g bp¡ëep, A¡ldv$, Ap 
iy„ bL$hpk L$f¡ R>¡? A¡ldv$ bp¡ëep¡, A¡ Mê„$ S> 
L$l¡ R>¡. My$v$pA¡ d“¡ ‘yóL$m ^“ Apàey„ R>¡, ‘Z 
”uAp¡“p L„$L$pk’u Adp¡ cpC cpCAp¡  k„‘’u 
kp’¡ flu iL$ep “l]. A¡V$gy„ L$lu A¡ldv$ L$‰y“¡ 
c¡V$u ‘X$ep¡ A“¡ bp¡ëep¡ L¡$ cpC, Ap‘Z¡ bß¡ 
‘p¡suL$u ”uAp¡“¡ sgpL$ Ap‘u“¡ kp’¡ fluiy. 
‘¡gu L$ÆepMp¡f b¡D ”uAp¡ A¡hu fus¡ fhX$u 
NC. bß¡ cpCAp¡ afu’u ‘fÎep “l].

- ApS>“u d“í“udp„’u
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s¡Zu OZu S> qL„$dsu R>¡ S>¡ lº„ ‘pR>p¡ gC S>C füp¡ Ry>„.

k„‘ rh“p“u ”uAp¡“u lL$uL$s

X$prg¯N! ApS>¡ iy„ ’ey„ Mbf R>¡?
iy„ ’ey„? ‘Ð“uA¡ ‘|R>ey„, spfu dçdu“p¡ ap¡V$p¡ gC“¡ lº„ Aphsp¡ lsp¡. fõsp-
dp„ b¡ X$pLy$ dþep„ b^y„ S> gC gu^y„ ‘Z spfu dçdu“p¡ ap¡V$p¡ Å¡C ‘pRy>„ 
Ap‘u bp¡ëep, Ap Q|X¡$g S>¡hu kpkyhpmp S>dpC“¡ iy„ g|„V$hp“p¡? Q|X¡$g 
Of¡ L$ped fl¡su lp¡e A¡V$g¡ fp¡S> g|„V$psp¡ li¡. rbQpfp¡ S>dpC, L$lu Qpëep 
Nep. ‘rsA¡ lksp lksp L$üy.
******
A¡...C... L$epf’u b¡W$p¡ R>¡ Of¡ L¡$d S>sp¡ “’u? ‘p¡gukhpmpA¡ A¡L$ 
S>Z õV¡$i“ ‘f b¡W$p¡ lsp¡ s¡“¡ ‘|R>ey„. ‘“p¡su S>¡hp„ kpkykkfp, ap„Nu 
Ap„Mhpmu kpmu S>¡“¡ A„N°¡Æ“p¡ L$L$L$p¡ “ AphX¡$ A¡hp¡ kpfp A„N°¡Æ ^|“ 
hNpX$ep L$f¡, Ap gph s¡ gph lºL$d R>p¡X$ep L$f¡ bp¡gp¡ iy„ L$ê„$? ‘¡gpA¡ 
S>hpb Apàep¡.
rbQpfp¡ dpfp S>¡hp¡ S> vy$:Mu R>¡, L$lu X„$X$p¡ W$p¡L$sp¡ ‘p¡gukhpgp¡ Qpëep¡ Nep¡.
*****
“f¡i: rkNpf¡V$“u byfpC hp„Qu bp¡gu DW$ép¡, R>p¡X$u v$Ci rbgLy$g R>p¡X$u 
v$Ci.
‘Ð“u: dpfp L$l¡hp’u sp¡ rkNpf¡V$ R>p¡X$u “rl, iy„ lh¡ hp„Qu“¡ R>p¡X$u v$¡ip¡.
“f¡i: d|fM, rkNpf¡V$ “tl, Aphy„ “L$pdy hp„Qhp“y„ R>p¡X$u v$Ci.

-Apbp“ ‘fh¡T syf¡g (kyfs)

Ad¡qfL$“ äºV$ kgpX$
Ap
S
“u
hp
“
Nu

ApS>“p¡ kyrhQpf

Y$ugy„ fpM$uA¡ A„s:L$fZ, 

d““¡ bp„^uA¡ s„N; 

v$ep’u A„sf v$pTuA¡, 

gpgQ’u L$fuA¡ S>„N.

e ‘u “p A¡L NpdXp“p A¡L ÅNufvpf NS f

M
q
N
c
k
L

kpdN°u: 3 L$‘ L$p¡buS> bpfuL$ L$p‘¡gu, 1 L$‘ L$pL$X$u bpfuL$ L$p‘¡gu, 1 L$‘ ‘pC“¡‘g“p 
L$V$L$p, 1 L$‘ kafS>““p L$V$L$p, 100 N°pd gugu Öpn, 1/2 L$‘ d¡ep¡“uT, duWy„$, kpL$f. 
kÅhV$ dpV¡$: 4 ‘pC“¡‘g“u õgpCk, gugu Öpn, Q¡fu, kgpX$“p„ ‘p“, kafS>““u 
QufuAp¡.
fus: L$p¡buS>, L$pL$X$u, ‘pC“¡‘g“p L$V$L$p, kafS>““p L$V$L$p, gugu Öpn, duWy„$, kpL$f 
A“¡ d¡ep¡“uT “pMu, lgphhu, g„bNp¡m kgpX$ àg¡V$dp„ kgpX$“p ‘p“ Np¡W$hu, s¡dp„ 
kgpX$ cfu, D‘f ‘pC“¡‘g“u õgpCk, kafS>““u QufuAp¡, gugu Öpn A“¡ Q¡fu’u 
kÅhV$ L$fu, f¡qäS>f¡V$fdp„ d|L$u W„$Xy$ L$fu ‘ufkhy„.

QhQh“p¡ dyfåbp¡

* qb“õhp’} “¡L$u“p„ L$pdp¡ kyN„^u ‘yó‘p¡ 
S>¡hp„S> lp¡e R>¡, S>¡ ‘fb°û ‘fdpÐdp“¡ 
A‘®Z L$fu iL$pe R>¡ A“¡ Myv$p“p 
v$fbpfdp„ A¡L$ A“dp¡g QuS> sfuL¡$ s¡“p¡ 
Apv$f ’pe R>¡. * L$hMs¡ A“¡ cgs¡S> 
W¡$L$pZ¡ bp¡gpegp iåv$p¡, DgV$u S> Akf 
L$f¡ R>¡. dfZ“u rdS>gkdp„ fdyS> L$fuA¡ 
sp¡ ^à‘p M$pCA¡ A“¡ g‚“u kcpdp„ 
ê$v$“ L$fuA¡ sp¡ gps MpCA¡. * Ap‘Zp¡ 
kpQp¡ õ“¡lu sp¡ A¡L$ ‘fhfqv$Npf S> R>¡, 
buÅ„ Sy>W$p„ õ“¡luAp¡ L¡$ Ap‘Zu kp’¡“p¡ 
k„b„^ L$du L$fu “p„M¡ R>¡, Ðepf¡ dyhp ‘R>u 
sp¡ Ap‘Z“¡ L$p¡Z S> epv$ L$f“pf lsy„? 
* S>¡ sS>sp¡ “’u, s¡“u d“ê$‘u L$ksu, 
A¡L$ qv$hk vy$Ny®Zp¡“¡ Mfpb¡ gpÝep hNf 
fl¡hp“u S> “’u. * dL$L$d d“hpmp¡ A¡L$ 
Qp¡f ‘Z Y$Qy‘Qy d“hppmp iplºL$pf’u 
OZp¡S> kpfp¡ NZpe R>¡, L$pfZ L¡$ Y$Qy‘Qy 
d“hpmp¡ sp¡ cy„X|$ L¡$ cgy„ L$p¡C ‘Z L$pe® L$fu 
iL$sp¡ “’u.

- ApS>“u d“í“udp„’u
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Sagittarius :- 23rd November – 22nd December (Fool & XI of Sword) 
Try and do something for your relatives. Do not indulge in day 
dreaming. Your bad mood will make you short tempered and 
negatively affect your surroundings. Control your temper. If 
a friend needs your help then you should help him/her. You 
will get peace of mind.

Aries:- 21st  March – 20th April (II of Wands & Justice)
Make sure you take advantage of the opportunities that you 

might also explore new things or travel to new places.

Taurus:- 21st April – 20th  May. (V of Wands & VI of Coins) 
This week your charm will work wonders and you will be able to 
convince anyone who comes in contact with you. You will have no 
problem in communicating what you want. You might get into a 
partnership but be cautious before you enter.

Gemini:- 21st May – 20th June. (Temperance & II of Wands)
The more you try to control things, the more they will get out 
of control. Expenses might occur any time, especially when you 
will think of saving.

Cancer :- 21st June – 22nd  July  (II of Coins & IV of Coins) 

sweet talks. You will respond really well to witty people. You might go 
for shopping on the weekend.

Leo:- 23rd July – 23rd August (II of Cups & Moon) 
Your judgment will be the best and everyone will believe you. 
Your hard work and struggle will give you wealth and power 
and the right to judge as well. Try and solve your problems on 
your own. Don’t take outside help.

Virgo:-  24th August – 23rd Sept. (IV of Swords & VIII of Cups) 
Be practical and then make decisions at work. Try to come to a 
compromise when needed. Every time the judgment cannot be in your 
favor. Use other tactics to get things under control. This week might 
bring some difference of opinion in your love life and at work as well.

Libra:- 24th Sept. – 22nd October (4 of Cups & 6 of Cups) 
You have many things on your mind and want to do all those 
things at the same time. You might feel like going out sometime 
but do it yourself without expecting anything from someone.

Scorpio:- 23rd October – 22nd  November. (II of Coins & Hanged Man)
Take guidance from your parents or friends. You will be able 
to manage things on your own. Don’t be negative. Enjoy 
yourself but also pay attention to your career.

Capricorn:- 23rd Dec. – 20th Jan. (Ace of Coins & 9 of Coins)
You will be able to come to a compromise with someone. A 

someone close might take place due to differences in opinion. Don’t 
go to any extent to prove that you are right. Try to do what others 
want. If possible think of what others want. Don’t be hasty.

Aquarius:- 21st Jan. – 19th Feb. (Knight of Wands & II of Cups) 
Opportunities will come your way when you stop expecting 
or hoping. Do not be negative. Spend time with your children, 
especially during the holidays. They expect a lot from you. The 
weekend might not be very relaxing.

Pisces:- 20th February – 20th March (VII of Coins & IV of Cups) 

long time. Something that you have kept just for yourself might 
spring up . Work will be good if you want it to be good.

by Tarot Reader NUPUR

L$Þep: 24du Ap¡NõV$’u 23du kàV¡$çbf

L$pdL$pS>“u A„v$f hpsQus D‘f M|b S> Ýep“ Ap‘Å¡. b“¡ sp¡ ’p¡Xy„$OÏ„ S>hp v$C“¡ L$p¡Cbu 

hps“¡ h^pfhp v$¡sp “l]. sdpfp sfa S>S>d¡ÞV$ “l] Aph¡. sdpfp â¡dÆh“dp„bu dsc¡v$ 

‘X$hp“p QpÞk R>¡. s¡“u kp’¡ L$pd D‘fbu dsc¡v$ ‘X$i¡.

sygp: sp. 24du kàV¡$çbf’u 22du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sdp¡ S|>“p rhQpfp¡ ‘pR>p Aphi¡ s¡d S> cygpC Ne¡gp L$pdp¡ ‘pR>p Qpgy 

L$fhp“p rhQpfp¡ Aphi¡. sdp¡“¡ S>¡ ep¡Áe gpN¡ s¡ S> hõsy L$fÅ¡ s¡dp„ sdp¡“¡ ip„rs A“¡ 

apev$p¡ bß¡ dmi¡.

h©ròL$: sp. 23du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf’u 22du “h¡çbf

Ap AW$hpqX$ep“u A„v$f b“¡ sp¡ hX$ug hN®“y„ dpN®v$i®“ g¡hpdp„ L¡$ dpspr‘sp“u ‘pk¡ dpN®v$i®“ 

g¡hpdp„ apev$pdp„ fl¡ip¡. v$f¡L$ bpbs“u A„v$f d¡“¡S>d¡ÞV$ L$fu iL$ip¡, s¡bu sdpfp kde A“¡ 

k„Å¡N âdpZ¡ d¡“¡S> L$fip¡.

^“: sp. 23du “h¡çbf’u 22du qX$k¡çbf

Ap AW$hpqX$edp„ b“¡ sp¡ sdpfp kNpAp¡ dpV¡$ L„$Cbu rhQpfÅ¡.  L$p¡Cbu ìe[¼s kp’¡ 

hpsQus L$fhp dp„Np¡ Ðepf¡ sdpfp¡ dyX$ Mfpb lp¡e Ðepf¡ s¡ gp¡L$p¡ kp’¡ hpsQus L$fsp “l]. 

sdpfp Nyõkp¡ D‘f L$pby fpMÅ¡. L$p¡Cbu rdÓ“y„ L$pd lp¡e sp¡ s¡“¡ ku^p dmhp Qpëep S>Å¡.

dL$f: sp. 23du qX$k¡çbf ’u 20du ÅÞeyApfu

L$p¡CL$“u kp’¡ ’e¡gp dsc¡v$“¡ v|$f L$fu iL$ip¡. ’p¡X$uL$ QQp® L$fhp’u OZp apev$pdp„ fl¡ip¡. 

sdp¡ kpÃQp R>p¡ s¡ bsphhp dpV¡$ A^ufp õhcph“p b“u S>sp “l]. b“¡ sp¡ sdpfu kp’¡ 

buÅ“p rhQpf“u kp’¡ buÅ“¡ iy„ Å¡CA¡ R>¡ s¡ rhQpf d“dp„ fpMÅ¡. Dsphm L$fhp’u 

dyíL¡$gudp„ Aphip¡.

d¡j: sp. 21du dpQ®’u 20du A¡râg

sd“¡ S>¡bu apev$p¡ dmsp¡ lp¡e s¡ apev$p¡ gC g¡Å¡. v$f¡L$ bpbsdp„ Ýep“ fpMip¡. sp¡ sdp¡“¡ 

sdpfu Å¡Csu hõsy dmu“¡ fl¡i¡. sd“¡ ApNm h^hp“p¡ QpÞk dmi¡. “hu S>ÁepA¡ 

dykpafu L$fu iL$ip¡. “hu bpbs b“u“¡ fl¡i¡.

h©jc: sp. 21du A¡râg’u 20du d¡ 

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ OZp gp¡L$p¡ sd“¡ dmhp Aphi¡. kp’¡ kp’¡ L$p¡CL$“u kp’¡ dsc¡v$ ‘X$u 

S>i¡. s¡dp„bu ‘p¡sp“u Åshpmp kp’¡ cpNuv$pf kp’¡bu dsc¡v$ ‘Xi¡. sdpfp L$pdL$pS>“¡ 

‘X$sp d|L$hp“u S>Áep Qpgy fpMÅ¡.

rd’y“: sp.21d¡’u 20du S|>“

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd¡ S>¡bu bpbsdp„ L„$V²$p¡g fpMhp dp„Nip¡ s¡dp„ h^y L„$V²$p¡g fpMu iL$ip¡. 

MQp®Ap¡ M|b S> h^u S>i¡ s¡dp„ S>ep„ “l] ^pf¡g lp¡e s¡hu S>ÁepA¡  MQ® h^y L$fhp ‘X$i¡.

L$L®$: sp.21du S|>“’u 22du Sy>gpC

buÅAp¡“y„ Ýep“ fpMip¡ sp¡ L$p¡CL$ sdpê„$ Ýep“ fpMi¡ b“¡ sp¡ hpsp¡ L$fp¡ Ðepf¡ L$X$hp iåv$ 

bp¡gsp “l]. duW$u hps L$fu“¡ qv$g Æsu g¡ip¡. AW$hpqX$ep“p A„sdp„ sdpf¡ Of“u QuS>hõsy 

‘pR>m MQ® L$fhp¡ ‘X$i¡.

tkl: 23du Sy>gpC’u 23du Ap¡Nô$

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd¡ sdpfu dykubsdp„ lip¡ s¡“p¡ fõsp¡ ip¡^u iL$ip¡. b“¡ sp¡ blpfhpgp“u 

dv$v$ g¡hp“y„ rhQpfsp “l]. “pZp„L$ue [õ’rsbu kpfu lp¡hp’u “p“u dyiubsp¡ ‘¥kp“u dv$v$’u 

v|$f L$fu iL$ip¡. dp“-CÄS>s dmsp fl¡i¡.

du“: 20du a¡b°yApfu’u  20du dpQ®

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd¡ S>¡“¡ dmhp“u CÃR>p OZp kde’u fpMsp lip¡ s¡ ìe[¼s kpd¡’u 

dmu S>hp“p QpÞk R>¡. s¡ ìe[¼s ‘p¡sp“p L$pd“¡ L$pfZ¡ sd“¡ dmu iL$su “lp¡su s¡ hps 

s¡“¡ Ýep“dp„ Aphi¡. sd¡ S>¡ ^pfip¡ sp¡ s¡ L$pdL$pS> M|$b S> kpfu fus¡ ‘yê„$ L$fu“¡ buÅ“p 

dp¡Y$p b„^$ L$fu v$¡ip¡.

Ly„$c: 21du ÅÞeyApfu’u 19du a¡b°yApfu

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd¡ Apip “l] fpMp¡ sp¡ ‘Z ANÐe“p L$pdp¡ ’C S>i¡. Mp¡V$p rhQpfp¡’u 

v|$f fl¡Å¡. gp„bp rhQpfp¡’u “yL$kp“dp„ “l] Aphp¡. b“¡ sp¡ bÃQp„Ap¡ kp’¡ kde ‘kpf L$fÅ¡. 

s¡dp„bu Mpk L$fu“¡ fÅ“p qv$hkp¡dp„ bÃQp„Ap¡“¡ Ap“„v$dp„ fpMÅ¡ s¡’u vy$:M Ap¡R>p ’i¡.
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Mutt The Lockhorns

Hidden 
in this criss-

crossing network of 
passageways is the name 

of the well-known community 
personality shown in the picture. 

Select a starting letter and trace this name 
with a continuous line. At no time may any 
letter or passage be re-used.

One 
l e t t e r 

stands for 
another in this 

substitution game. Replace 

the cheeky saying of the week! 

SUDOKU

HLKHBL LSLPGCNLPL 

DKZRQJL CNUA ANLG PLUO 

TZ ZLCJHUHLPJ  CTAN  ZLCJ

SOLUTION (8-10-2011)

Today’s clue: J equals O

SUDOKU
5 7 2 4 1 9 3 8 6
6 9 1 8 7 3 4 2 5
8 3 4 5 2 6 1 9 7
9 4 8 3 6 2 5 7 1
2 5 7 1 4 8 9 6 3
1 6 3 9 5 7 2 4 8
4 8 9 6 3 1 7 5 2
7 1 5 2 8 4 6 3 9
3 2 6 7 9 5 8 1 4

S I A

D P O Z D

N I  N B

A Y T A S

R R I

BAWAJI BHEJA FRY

8 1 5 4 2 3 6 7 9
6 4 3 5 7 9 1 8 2
2 7 9 6 8 1 4 3 5
1 9 8 7 4 5 3 2 6
4 6 2 1 3 8 5 9 7
5 3 7 9 6 2 8 4 1
3 2 6 8 1 7 9 5 4
7 5 4 3 9 6 2 1 8
9 8 1 2 5 4 7 6 3

SOLUTION (8-10-2011)

 Laughter is a strong and powerful force that has the most positive 
effects on the body. It improves breathing, lowers blood pressure, 
strengthens the immune system, relaxes muscles, releases stress and 
reduces pain. This supreme medicine needs no prescription and is 
free. We have had this effective force within us all time.

With an increasingly hasty society, our technology keeps getting 
better and makes life faster, thus making our lives seem rushed. 
There are always so many things to do and so little time and we feel 
more and more pressure to get things done. Whether we experience 
corporate stress or personal stress, stress is unhealthy and should 
be released. Meditation and yoga are reliable ways to release stress 
but there is another way to that is simpler, FREE!! And what’s more 
you have it in your possession. Yes this may sound like a online 
shopping network advert but it true, this feel good technique is 
called laughter! 

Laughter is a worldwide language that unites people, creates a 

of laughter for the mind, body and soul, but how does laughter 
affect us physically? 

Laughter decreases stress hormones (adrenaline, dopac, cortisol, 
epinephrine, growth hormone) that actually constrict blood vessels 
causing high blood pressure and heart problems. During stress 
the adrenal gland releases increased amounts of corticosteroids 
(converted to cortisol in blood stream) and it has a negative effects 
on the immune system such as immunosuppressive. Laughter 
lowers cortisol levels therefore protecting your immune system.

Ha! Ha! Harder!

After reading the article “Bawa Riders on 
the Storm” in our October 8,2011 issue 
and taking our advice (“Find a place 
downstairs in the baug and sketch a 
lovely landscape”) seriously, Gamadia 
Colony resident Dinaz Aspi Driver sent 
us this drawing / painting. Herself a bike 
enthusiast who started riding her father 
Aspi’s Yamaha RX100, the day she turned 18, Dinaz is 
an alumnus of Nirmala Niketan acquiring a diploma in 
Commercial Arts.

BAWA RIDERS
A three part series on the benefits of bursting out into 
rude, side stitching, tearful and humungous bouts of 

laughter with Parsi Times!!
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Q. How did you hit upon 
the idea of using Solid 
Waste Management 
programme (SWM) in 
colonies?

I had attended a CII 
conference about 2 years 
back in Hyderabad on 
Solid Waste Management 
and that is when the 
inspiration struck me to 
come up with our own 
SWM system in Baugs.  
I have tied up with Mr. 
Persis Billimoria of Earth 
Soul India Pvt Ltd. The 
company has a very 
basic purpose- to develop 
quality products which 
are environmental friendly 
and promote them as eco 
friendly products. We want to 
develop an eco friendly waste 
management system. It’s like 
a CSR for us.
Q. Which colony did you 
start with?

We started with the colony 
which is managed by the 
Vasai Taluka Parsi Panchayat 
Charitable Trust. There are 
4 buildings at Diwanman 

another 22 f l a t s 

Chulna, Bhabola in Vasai east.  

The principal donors for the 
colony were the Jeejeebhoys 
Trust.
Q. Was the Trust that runs 
the colony supportive in your 
endeavor?

Yes everyone was very 
supportive.
Q. Are you planning to start 
SWM system in other Parsi 
colonies as well or have you 
presented it to anyone who 
can?

Yes. I am working on the 
possibility of presenting the 
idea to the BPP and to the 
Secundrabad Anjuman. I want 
to eventually take the concept 
to builders and construction 
companies.
Q. What is the cost of 
installation of this system?

We have observed 
that the cost of the SWM 
system installed in our Parsi 
colonies at Vasai, with a total 

months including 
m a i n t a i n i n g 
this system is 
around Rs.300 
per month per 

which includes 
the manpower 
cost, the cost 
of bins and 
b iodegradable 
kitchen bin liners.
Q. Who is the team behind 
this effort?

Right now it’s only I, me 
and myself. The products of 
Green Technology Products 
and Services are hatke. I have 
been promoting the services 
since the past 6 months and 
the response seems to be 
good. We plan to supply 
these 100% biodegradable and 
compostable bags to kirana 
stores, grocery shops and 
also come up with a range 
of disposable cutlery and 
crockery. 

Q. When did you start with 

I started the Green 
Technology Products and 
Services in March 2011. By 
developing and  promoting 
100% bio degradable and 
compostable product 
alternatives in place of similar 
plastic products, we intend to 
achieve our goal to make the 

non biodegradable plastics to 
begin with and by developing 
and putting in action, Domestic 
solid waste management 
systems for housing societies 
and industrial townships, 
recycling of recyclable waste 
at  source and  composting 
biodegradable and 
compostable kitchen waste 
at source, we shall be able to 

reduce further load on 

Recycling of any 
recyclable material has to be 

thorough environmental 
engineering knowledge. 
Primarily, Recycling 
domestic waste at source 
and composting Organic 
kitchen waste will help us to 
reduce the load on MSWM 
Systems management and 

reduce pollution of air, water 
and land, save greatly on fuel 
for transportation and reduce 
health hazards for human 

beings and stray animals!!! 
According to me, this effort 
will allow the municipal 
workers and rag pickers to 
come out of their Safety, Health 
and environmental pollution 
issues and their services 
can be utilized for a better 
employment in healthier, 
happier job conditions. 

The issue of stray 
animals around MSWM 

dumps around cities and 
townships, consuming 
garbage and plastic bags will 
be controlled. The concept of 
developing and promoting 
100% biodegradable and 
compostable products along 
with a sustainable and 
manageable SWM System has 
been developed by us to give a 

complete package for products 
and services, to reach the 
ultimate goal for developing a 
litter free environ-ment.

In the heart of Vasai is a Parsi Colony where residents know their recyclables from their non-recyclables, their plastics 
from their papaya skins! 
Because of a Solid Waste Management, they are helping create a progressive and 
environmentally friendly Baug for themselves and for the future generations. 
Parsi Times chats with Mr. Viraf Mehta of Green Technology Products and 
Services who put the cycle of good green thinking in place. 

A civil engineer by 
profession, Mr. Viraf 
Mehta has been working 

since the past 32 years. 
He started his career 
with the Taj Group of 
Hotels. He has garnered a 

the areas of construction, 
manufacturing, waste 
water treatment, oil-
water separation and 
other systems. He began 
the Green Technology 
Products and Services as 
an initiative to prevent 

natural resources and 
atmosphere and save 
the Earth for our future 
generations.

Green Technology 
Products and Services 
provides solutions to 
control and eliminate 
pollution by designing 
and developing eco 
friendly products for a 
better tomorrow with an 

sustainable platform for 

earth. 

We as a Community must create interest and 
awareness among people to stay green. We must make 
an effort to make the Baug residents environmental 
conscious. Say no to plastic bags & packaging materials 
in municipal waste!


